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Economic reform completely dominated the later half of

the nineteenth century. Cooperation proved the more dominant

of alternatives.

This study examines the significance the English work-

ing class perceived in their own Rochdale cooperation. The

American labor press reveals the philosophy by which Ameri-

cans adapted the English idea peculiar to their own cultural

traditions.

The Sovereigns of Industry are most representative of

genuine cooperative practices in labor. The Texas Cooperative

Association represents the largest agricultural cooperative

undertaking. Both organizations have been examined primarily

through their own records.

The class fidelity among English workers and the need

for class survival necessitated successful cooperation. The

American worker, free of permanent caste, experienced no

such solidarity and instead opted for individual advancement

and upward social mobility.
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CHAPTER I

ECONOMIC COOPERATION: THE BRITISH ALTERNATIVE

For the old world immigrant America offered hope

of a better civilization. The immigrant, renouncing

the decadence of European society and the stresses of

the Continent, anticipated a new Eden, a garden in which

a life of individualism, freedom and self-improvement

could be realized. The knowledge of such a dream completed,

for the immigrant, the first step of Americanization. 1

Filled with ambition, energy and confidence, the immigrant

settled in the American city anticipating a fluid, mobile

society. Instead, he found people living under much the

same conditions as those of Europe. Thus, each succeed-

ing generation of immigrants was forced to view an emerging

industrial America in ambivalent terms: the machine would

destroy the garden; but only the machine, consequently

the city, could bring to the new land prosperity and civi-

lization. Probably more than any other nation, Americans

seized upon a pastoral ideal and applied it to their cul-

tural psyche in order to ease this ambivalence. For some

Robert Sobel, Conquest and Conscience: The 1840s
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowel co..1971) , ppZ. 24-25.
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Americans pastoralism meant simple nostalgia; for others

it meant looking backward to a younger, assumedly sim-

pler, America.2

In 1955 Richard Hofstadter wrote a very persuasive

book in which he described the Populist and Progressive

attempts "to hold on to some of the values of rural life"

as ". . . much that was retrograde and delusive, a little

that was vicious, and a great deal that was comic." 3  In

short, Hofstadter viewed the political movements of these

two groups as not simply a matter of reform, but as an

attempt to hold on to a younger, pastoral America or, as

he defined it, an agrarian myth.4

In part, this myth derived from a Jacksonian America

in which farmers and workers considered themselves as

composing a producing class. Drawing on a Jacksonian

world-view, the Reform Unionists of the Gilded Age main-

tained that the existence of such a producing class would

protect the garden of small entrepreneurs and individualism

2Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology
and the Pastoral-1Ideal in America (New York: Oxford
Univ-ersiity Press, 1964)7pp. 3-6.

3Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform: From Bryan
to F. D. R. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1955),
p. 11. Also see pp. 12-14.

4 Marx, p. 7.
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from the ravages of industrialism's machine and its

predatory monopolies and middlemen.5

In 1961 Hofstadter's thesis of the agrarian myth

was joined by a very similar and equally persuasive thesis

of Gerald Grob, the recognized authority on reform unionism.

Grob, undoubtedly finding his intellectual reference in

Hofstadter, saw the "appeal to the past" as "the out-

standing characteristic of reform unionists." 6

Two major historians, thus, see the principle reformers

of the post-Civil War period as seekers of an America long

since gone--one more rural, more simple, more pastoral,

Jeffersonian. The basic criticism leveled by these two

historians was against those men who refused to face the

impact, thus the future, of a modern industrial state.

Farmers and workers, discovering their differences greater

than their similarities, could never unite to form a single

reform party. Hofstadter and Grob find in this apparent

lack of unity sufficient supporting evidence for an

5 Gerald N. Grob, Workers and Utopia: A Study of
Ideological Conflict in the American Labor Movement,
1865-1900 (Chicago: Northwestern University Press, 1961),
pp. 4-7, 10, 87, 92, 468; David A. Levisay, "Locofocos,
Van Buren Democrats and Progress'! (M.A. thesis, North
Texas State University, 1970),,pp. 13, 18, 29.

6Grob, p. 8.
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agrarian myth as well as an appeal to the past. Despite

diverse ideological approaches, there remained, however,

one constant which signified, at least, a common struggle.

Economic reform proved the single more dominant philosophy

sustaining both farmers and laborers in the nineteenth

century. The labor movement, the agrarian movement, as

well as the later Progressives, all seized upon the idea

of economic cooperation not only as an adjustment to

emerging modern capitalism and industrialism, but also

as a vehicle of compromise to reconcile the ambivalence

inherent in a modern America.

During the 1830s, early labor union organizations

flirted with the idea of cooperation. The Panic of 1837,

however, destroyed the unions as well as any movement

into widescale cooperative ventures. With the collapse

of the Jacksonian labor movement, economic reformers

found company among middle-class reformers and became

involved in the transcendentalist movement.8 One concept

held by all transcendentalists was the basic utopian

philosophy that evil organizations corrupted man, who

was essentially good, and that by removing the evil the

natural goodness would be revealed.9 One outgrowth of

this philosophy can be found among various religious,

social and economic reformers who, in attempting to

7Levisay, p. 142. 8Grob, p. 6.

9S
Sobel, p. 54.
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remove the evil organizations of society, withdrew into

the wilderness and established model communities as

examples for others.1 0  The founding of utopian com-

munities as an alternative to the emerging state of

industrial evils and abuses was a concept based on ideo-

logical considerations rather than a practical one of

functioning within a society. Others, however, looked

for a more realistic means of adjustment. Many labor

reformers saw the impracticability of experiments such as

Brook Farm or Fourierist phalanxes. These men reasoned

that economic cooperatives rather than utopian communi-

ties offered the better method with which to meet the

impact of an industrial system.

The idea of economic cooperation was indeed a product

of theanti-bellumn-uitopian reform tradition, but for prac-

tical reasons its advocates looked across the Atlantic to

a nation that had already undergone an industrial revolu-

tion and established cooperative means of surviving in an

exploitative capitalist society. For these Americans, then,

1 0 Alice Felt Tyler, Freedom's Ferment. Phases of
American Social History from the Colonial Period to THie
Outbreak of the Civil War (New York: Harper and Row,
Inc., l9627, pp. 47-67.

11Grob, p. 44.
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the origin of adjustment and reform lay not in utopian

communism but in the British system of economic co-

operatives.12

The British had long wrestled with the questions

of why cooperatives were a necessity in an industrial

society. As early as 1826 the Co-operative Magazine and

Monthly Herald, the major periodical advocating coopera-

tion, vigorously supported an Owenite type of community

as an alternative approach to the impact of industrial-

ism.13 Some considered this-kind of utopianism impracti-

cal or paternalistic, but the magazine took the defensive

and argued repeatedly on its merits.1 4  Other advocates

of Owenite communities were equally defensive in support

of utopian reform. 1 5

12 Voice of Industry, 3 July and 31 July 1845; 27 March,
10 Apr. andF8 May 1846; American Workman, 26 June 1869;
"Co-operative Societies," Scientific American, 7 May 1864,
p. 297.

13 "Co-operative Union. The Only Effectual Remedy
for National Distress," Co-operative Magazine and Monthly
Herald, n.s. 4 (March 1830): 33-36.

1 4 "Animadversions," unsigned letter to the editor,
Co-operative Magazine, n.s. 1 (Apr. 1826): 129; "On Co-
operation," ibid.,in.s. 1 (Dec. 1826): 365.

1 5London Phalanx (Facsimile ed., New York: Greenwood
Reprint Corp., 1968). This is one of a myriad of contempo-
rary radical British periodicals. The London Phalanx, pub-
lished from 1841 until 1843, was selected for its strenuous
advocacy of a utopian alternative to industrialism.
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A great many labor reformers rejected the solutions

voiced by the Co-operative Magazine. As the various

utopian colonies floundered and failed, disenchanted

workers began taking separate actions. As a reaction to

the Owenite failures and as the result of the increasing

poverty of workers, trade unionism slowly developed as an-

other alternative. Owen, feeling the futility of his

endeavors, cheerfully welcomed the new possibility and

helped organize a federation of labor unions, known as

the Grand National Trades Union of Great Britain and

Ireland.16

The trades union movement came under bitter attack

from the combined hostility of government and industry.

No one denied the workers the right to combine, but it

was the means they chose rather than the end desired which

provoked its rejection. The workers who drifted into

the unions agitated for such measures as shorter working

hours, higher pay, better working conditions and an assort-

ment of benefits. When such measures were ignored the

workers turned to strikes which often resulted in violence.

16 Ellis Cowling, Co-operatives in America: Their Past,
Present and Future (Rev. ed.; New Yor:: Coward-McCann, Inc.,
1943), p. 31; Percy Redfern, The Story of the C. W. S. The
Jubilee History of the Co-opeative Who~1Tsale Society Limited,
1863-1913 (Manchester, London, and New York: The Co-operative
Wholesale Society, Ltd., n.d.), pp. 4-8.

1 7 Cowling, pp. 31-32; George Jacob Holyoake, The
History of Co-operation, 2 vols. (Rev. ed.; New YoRk:
E. P. Dutton and Co., 1906), 2:420-25.
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Obviously this system met with reproach on several

counts. Trade unionism, it was argued, was political in

nature because it was based on the class interest of the

worker, seeking more pay for less work. Trade unions

were designed specifically for the benefit of the working-

men.18 The system was viewed as a negative force in

society, because it exercised a form of tyranny over

others. A trades union strike was a war of attrition.

Union members starved if arbitration failed, and yet

the freedom of others to work within the union was limited.

The hostilities between industry, government and labor

increased as government failed to legislate favorably

19for the working classes. Nineteenth century British

reformers felt that trade unionism was not the best

alternative to exploitative capitalism.

Thus, in 1833, the history of British labor reform

efforts took on somewhat of a stepping-stone pattern. Not

only had Owen's communal attempts failed but also Owenite

congresses ceased meeting that year.2 0  While some looked

18"Builders' Combinations in London and Paris," The
National Review (London) 11 (Oct. 1860): 328-329; C. R. Fay,
Co-Partners7hipin Industry (Cambridge: The Uhiversity Press,
1913), pp. 12-14.

19 Cpoper's Journal or Unfettered Thinker and Plain
Speaker for Truth, Freed-ii and Progress 1 (May 185W):
305-307; Holyoake, 2:430-31.

20 Redfern, p. 9.
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to trade unions others endorsed a less obvious reform:

The Union Shop Movement. This movement, led by the

London physician, William King, rejected Owenism and trade

unions in favor of consumer action. King, viewing the

failure of utopianism, felt a technique as simple as co-

operative ownership of stores by the consumers for the

purpose of self-help was indeed within the capacities of

21
English working people.2  The Union Stores were success-

ful for a time but, through no weakness of the system, they

failed. Inexperience seemed the chief factor, for no one

knew how to make a normally private enterprise function

as a non-profit organization. There were other reasons:

credit business, price wars, internal divisions. Many

stores lost all cooperative features as they focused on

dividends and allowed members to vote according to their

22
number of shares. Regardless of the reasons for its

failure, the Union Store Movement of the 1830s was not

to die. For in the "hungry forties" of strikes, violence,

and communes, workers continued to use joint stock Union

Stores as an alternative to the industrial state. Others,

however., wished more. 23

21Cowling, pp. 40-41. Ibid., pp. 42-43.

23Ibid., pp. 34, 40-41, 43.
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The founders and exponents of the English cooperative

movement had in mind something other than a few people

being able to purchase goods at reduced prices. They

had in mind, and instilled in future leaders, something

far different than a material stake in a material society.

They contemplated a complete reconstruction of industrial

society. In deploring violence they called to Christian

principles of peace and harmony, yet the leaders felt

that old fashioned trade unionism was not radical enough.2 4

Such were the Rochdale Pioneers in 1844.

In 1843, the desperate flannel weavers of Rochdale

struck for higher wages. The strikers were blacklisted;

thus they were deprived of all hope. They gathered the

seed of Owen's idea of mutual ownership and drew from the

mistakes of the Union Shop Movement. Out of theircconvic-

tion and ability to profit by the mistakes of others was

25born the "Equitable Society of Rochdale Pioneers." The

Rochdale philosophy was, as Robert Southey remarked, "a

sprig of Owenism grafted upon a stock of common sense." 26

24Herbert B. Adams, ed., History of Co-operation in
the United States, Johns Hopkins University Studies in
TiTstorical and Political Science, vol. 6, (Baltimore, Md.:
Guggenheimer, Weil and Co., 1888), p. 6.

25 Cowling, pp. 34-35, 43; Redfern, p. 10.
26 As cited in Redfern, p. 10.
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The men of Rochdale determined that in order to

raise the status of the exploited worker some new type

of system must be created and it must function as a

democratic group effort. To avoid one of the current evils

of a capitalist society, the Rochdale planners decided

that regardless of the number of shares of stock held by

individual members, each member would have only one vote

in management decisions. Also, the stock could not return

dividends, as did joint stock companies, but would pay

a fixed interest on each share of stock, regardless of

the profits of the company. To avoid another common

practice of shopocracy the Rochdale stores would not

participate in price wars. Rather than alienate compet-

ing firms, the Rochdale organizers decided to sell their

goods and services at the market value, and then after the

firm paid its operating expenses, management divided up

the profits, less a capital reserve, on the basis of how

much business a patron carried on with the firm.2 7

By 1860, the success of the Rochdale plan was obvious.

Among various types of cooperative stores in England,

W. Henry Brown, The Rochdale Pioneers: A Century
of Co-operation EManchester: The Cooperative Union, Ltd.,
n.d.), pp. 22-23, 33-36; Cowling, pp. 45-48; Robert A.
Calvert, "The Southern Grange: The Farmers' Search for
Self-Identity' (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Texas,
1968), pp. 221-222; Holyoake, 1:305-308.
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Rochdale was the most impressive. In 1863, in Northern

England and Wales, the Rochdale societies numbered 426.28

The societies were several in type and purpose: There

were producer cooperatives which sold labor or goods;

consumer cooperatives which were usually cooperative re-

tail houses; or sometimes a firm was a combination of

both. And all three types frequently provided mutual

benefit insurance associations attached to the parent

29
company.

The British acceptance of a cooperative alternative

to industrialism did indeed rest on the empirical evidence

of its success; however, there also emerged within the

movement a philosophy which urged the social necessity

of such a reform. Many considered class conflict as the

great evil descending from industrialism. Incompatible

social interests could not be bridged through the crude

method of strikes. Strikes might be historically justi-

fied, but the movement was presently for a more efficient

method of mediation between capital and labor. Cooperation

was the more perfect method of transforming class division

peacefully.30 It was further maintained that the strike

2828 oklinge~pp;49-5OB~own? pp. 28-31.

29
Holyoake, 1:310-312; Brown, pp. 52, 54, 73-74.

30 F. R. Lees, "Co-operation a Cure for Strikes," The
Co-operator 2 (July 1861): 29-30.
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was not a method whereby one class suffered: the evil

was perpetrated upon the public consumer as well as the

striker's family. Through cooperation, the worker's

material prosperity improved, as well as his moral and

social position.3 1

It was often commented that the mutual dependence

of capital and labor should, ideally, preclude antagonism.

However, through the competitive system labor acquired

little capital. Scientific power produced machines

which brought labor into the market and sold it against

the labor of man. Rather than an invaluable aid, the

machine was used to oppress and oppose the worker. Through

mutual ownership of machinery laborers and capitalists

could become laboring capitalists.32 If the laborer assumed

the character of the capitalist he became the link between

two great classes presently warring against each other.

Cooperators were a body of men with a union of interests

who belonged to both classes. 3 3

31 "The Labor Question. Strikes and Arbitration in
England," Vulcan Record 1 (no. 7, 1870): 10-11

32 "Co-operation," The Co-operator 1 (July 1860): 9-12.

33 "Mr. Gladstone on Co-operation," American Workman 2
(May 1869); "Encouragement," The Co-operator 2 (June 1861) :1.
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The idea of self-help was strongly emphasized in

the cooperative movement. The desired good of cooperation

began with helping one's self. The new environment

created by cooperation fostered a system in which individual

behavior and ideas assumed a vital relationship. In a

cooperative society it was the duty of the strong to help

the weak. When fully developed, this system of mutual

aid and self-help resulted in the complete discharge of

social duty.34 Participation in a sound business order

developed temperance, industry and frugality in the

individual and this, in turn, worked for the general good.

The aim of cooperation was the moral, social, physical and

political elevation of society. This aim, as one worker

remarked, would be fulfilled by "freeing [men] from the

carking cares of poverty and wretchedness, which chain

millions to a merely animal existence, and blessing us

with the plenty and happiness that come of sympathy and

united action for a good end." 3 5  The idea of self-help

34 Jack Bailey, The British Co-operative Movement
(London: Hutchinson, 1960), p. 144; "What is Cooperation?,"
The Co-operator 2 (J~ily 1861): 17.

3 5 Charles William Stubbs, The Land and the Laborers
(London: Swan Sonnenschein and Co., 189T), pp. 179-180;
"What is Co-operation, " The Co-operator 2 (July 1861): 17.

l
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was particularly important because it was considered a

way of beating the rapacity of that petty race of shop-

keepers, the middlemen. The middleman bought cheap and

sold dear. To ensure their own security, they cheated

by adulterations, false weights or any other available

measures. The buying and selling system which prevailed

among the metropolitan poor was highly criticized. Not

only were the poor forced to buy in small amounts at small

shops, but what they did manage to purchase was usually

of bad quality. Through the system of cooperation the

petty shopkeeper could be eliminated and what people bought

would be "goods" and not "bads.',36 The worker also felt

Parliament neglected its social responsibility in failing

to pass legislation which corrected unjust institutions

and deceitful social arrangements. The lack of govern-

mental assistance helped to further the idea of self-help.3 7

The necessity of reform was also evidenced by the

fact that various national professional figures of science,

religion, politics and economics advocated cooperation.

Although they did this from the standpoint of their respec-

tive disciplines, there was little provincialism in their

attitudes. By 1860, at least, the idea of cooperation

36 Pall Mall Gazette (London) 2 Oct. 1866, p. 1 and
2 March 1868, p. 3.

37 The Co-operator 1 (July 1860); 19; Cooper's Journal
1 (May 1850) 305-307.
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enjoyed somewhat of an international status. Intellectuals

argued the historical validity of economic cooperation by

emphasizing its universality. To impress upon England the

international value of economic cooperation, The Co-operator

felt it necessary to maintain a foreign correspondent who

reported on cooperative efforts in Germany and France.3 8

Aside from the mere pecuniary success of cooperation,

there were also great social issues involved. It was a

noble thing when workingmen organized to own their own

tools and to withstand the moral and spiritual foes of their

toil.39 The ideal meant:

the transformation of human life, from a conflict of
classes struggling for opposite interests, to a friendly
rivalry in pursuit of a good common to all: the eleva-
tion of the dignity of labour, a new sense of security
and independence in the labouring class, and the con-
version of each human being[']s daily occupation into
a school of social sympathies and practical intel-
ligence.40

Cooperation regarded the whole man--the head, the heart,

the stomach and the pocket. 4 1

38 E. R. Bowen, The Co-operative Road to Abundance. The

Alternative to Monopolism and Communism (New York: Henry S.
Schuman, Inc. 1953), pp. 72, 92, 132, 138-142; The Co-operator
1 (Nov. 1860): 73-76; Bailey, p. 99.

3 9E. R. G. Rede, "The Ethics of Co-operation," The

Co-operator 1 (Apr. 1861): 163-64.

4 0 Stubbs, pp. 67, 192-93.

41 Lees, p. 30.
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As it matured, the English cooperative movement proved,

for some, a curious disappointment. The extreme idealism

so characteristic of the growing movement was, in many

respects, largely the purview of Christian Socialists. A

school of 'social sympathies and practical intelligence'

was an ideal not easily grasped by those militant social

realists who dwelt among the upper echelons of the later

cooperative movement.42 Edward Vansittart Neale was, perhaps,

the most committed of the early Christian Socialists within

the cooperative movement. Neale's vision of community build-

ing through evolutionary socialism was neither entirely

practical nor immediately attractive for the needs of the

working class. For the cooperative movement, the ambition

was not so much to change, but to function successfully

within the existing system. True, the English cooperative

movement, as it attained majority, was less idealistic than

in its early years. It was transformed into a bureaucratic

machine and assumed the appearance of any similar impersonal

enterprise.43 Failing in sustained idealism, the English

cooperative movement was, nevertheless, a working class

institution which succeeded through the necessity of practi-

cality. Many criticisms may be leveled against the complete

42 Philip N. Backstrom, Christian Socialism and Coopera-
tion in Victorian England, Croom Helm Social History Series
(Lond 5_: Croom Helm, Ltd., 1974), pp. 2-3.

43Ibid., pp. 7, 62, 203.
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effectiveness of the English cooperative movement to al-

leviate poverty among all metropolitan laborers.
4 4  That

it did not do, and had the movement retained even the most

sublime idealism it is likely that the outcome would have

proved the same. British historian, Philip Backstrom,

probably chief critic of the English cooperative movement,

derides the English working class for its failure to ack

knowledge Neale's idealism and socialism. He alleges:

Had he [Nealel'been successful in carrying out his
grand design there need not have evolved a paternal

system of welfare capitalism based upon instruments
of social and economic reform wielded by men inter-
ested in alleviating distress rather than in dealing
with its causes. Had workingmen caught Neale's dream,
perhaps they could have managed to carry out for them-

selves, by the means of a unified movement with a

consistent social philosophy, the measures that were
later carried out for them by classes interested only
in ironing out the kinks in the status quo.4

5

There has rarely occurred, at least among free men

within democratic societies, a 'unified movement with a

consistent social philosophy.' The cooperative movement

was the instrument of salvation for th-e working class,

devised and executed by the men displaced most by modern

industrial society. Backstrom measures the efficacy of

th~e cooperative movement by a dubious yardstick. To pre-

suppose that workingmen shoucbd have caught the dream of an

outsider ignores the very essence of the Victorian panacea

of self-help. From the experience of the working class, a

44Ibid., pp. 6, 151. 45 Ibid., p. 123.
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'sprig' of Owenism was quite sufficient. Rather than for-

feit to the purely ideal, workingmen chose, instead, a

practical and viable means of ensuring the preservation of

their class as a whole.

The cooperative movement reflected for the English

and European working classes a sense of hope that had yet

to be acknowledged by legislation.46 For the English

working class particularly, the cooperative movement

possessed a uniqueness iniitself as "the social force that

could make it a powerful instrument of economic transforma-

tion."47 As the English working class appraised its own

position within English society, the cooperative movement

was, for a time at least, the only practical avenue of

survival. This recognition and understanding of class

made the cooperative movement, for. the English worker, a

profoundly different experience from that ihich his Amer-

ican counterpart would witness.

46Ibid., p. 1.

47Ibid.



CHAPTER II

ECONOMIC COOPERATION: AMERICAN ADAPTATIONS

It is not surprising that a callow America of the

nineteenth century should look upon the mother country

as a paradigm. Americans were not to experience the

rich cultural milieu of the eastern and southern European

migrations until near the end of the century. A shared

past and a common language made inexorable the bond Ameri-

ca was to maintain with the English. Nowhere was this

bond more pronounced than in the American labor movement

of this turbulent century. And yet, the American labor

movement retained its own unique character, consistent

with the social forces in which it developed.

For many Americans the chief appeal of cooperation

lay in the inherent democracy of the system. The demo-

cratic precedent had tarnished and along with it, the

American dream. Industrialism, for all its promise, had

destroyed men and their hopes. The working class popula-

ti.on saw in economic cooperation a way to revitalize the

democratic precedent so they, too, could share in the dream.

Many workers viewed society as a social war. The

social imbalance brought about by greed and fraud perpe-

trated an inescapable industrial serfdom. The few who gained

20
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prosperity and fortune from others' reverses and misfor-

tune were repugnant to all laws of humanity. Most workers,

with the exception of a few socialist adherents, were not

opposed to capitalism or industrialism. They were, however,

violently opposed to an inequitable capitalist system.

Machinery enabled cheaper production, increased production,

and easily obtainable goods, but the worker received

nothing of the overall wealth produced. Most workers

viewed this system of production and consumption as

completely unreconcilable.2 The differentiation and

monopoly of the vital functions of production and con-

sumption were responsible for the disorders, confusions

and "appalling poverty of vast numbers for merely protec-

tive and predatory purposes."3

The new industrialism made of production a process

from which the worker was largely alienated. The varied

duties and channels through which a product must pass were

"phenomena that belong[ed] to competition and not to

production." The success of such a system was not the

1National Labor Tribune, 12 June 1875; 30 Jan. 1880.

2W. G. Moody and J. L. Laughlin, "Workingmen's Griev-

ances," North American Review 138 (May 1884): 513; Clifton

J. Yearley, Britons in American Labor. A History of the

Influence of the United Kingdom Immigrants on American Labor,

1820-1914,~Johns Hpkins University Studies in Historical

and Political Science, vol. 75 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
Press, 1957), p.2204; Murray E. King, "Why Cooperatives
Have Failed," International Socialist Review 3 (Jan. 1903):
390.

3 Ibid., p. 393.3 King, p. 391.0
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"ability to produce economically and enormously, but ability

to crush active and persistent rivals."5  This ability

was destructive and would find no currency in constructive

society.

The violent labor uprisings of 1877 marked for some

the "beginning of the Second American Revolution." But to

others economic cooperation still provided the safest and

surest way for labor to gain independence from capital.
6

Although the socialists and trade unions had persuasive

arguments, cooperation appeared to offer the most permanent

reform. The violence of strikes was symptomatic of society

as a whole. The strike, whenever it occurred, was simply

a reinflammation of the disease which lay at the heart of

the nation. Striking unions waged war against capital and

production, the increase of which, should have been of

primary importance to the laborer. Strikes might appear

to offer swifter and more satisfying immediate results but

basically they served to obstruct the means whereby the

laborer could profit most--increased production.
7

5Ibid.

6Labor Standard , 4 Aug. 1877.

Simon Newcomb, "The Labor Question," North American
Review 111 (July 1870): 127-28; 140; Thomas A. Scott, "The

Recent Strikes," North American Review 125 (Sept. 1877):
352-53; E. G. Nourse, "The Economic Philosophy of Coopera-
tion," Mierican Economic Review 12 (Dec. 1922): 592.
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Some critics viewed labor unions as stepping stones.

That unions themselves could solve the workers' problems

was fallacious. Ideally, they were merely educational

in teaching men to work together under the law. But

8
unions possessed no inherent virtue. Others, however,

were far more critical of the raison d'etre of unions--the

strike. After 1877, the strike took on new meaning for

most social critics. Death, bitterness and misery were

heavy tolls exacted for temporary gains. Even had the

gain been more permanent, it was still at a terrible cost.

Why should a nation attempt to use means which destroyed

it in its effort to obtain advantages which could be had

by far easier and better methods? If others could live

from the profits of their work and still save a bit, the

savings should go to increase wages and not be hoarded

into a war chest to be spent in costly battles with

employers.9  In short, strikes were primitive and failed

to touch the social injustices which lay at the root of

industrial development.

Cooperation extended democracy into industry. Whether

the outcome proved profit or loss, the workers themselves

assumed the responsibility for their own actions. The

8 Fincer's Trades' Review, 24 Jan. 1866.

9 National Labor Tribune, 3 Jan. 1880; 7 Feb. 1880.
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cooperative association of workers was seen by some to be

10
far more than a contrivance for savings and shared profits.

It's aim was "to change fundamentally the present social

and commercial system." 11 It was the hope that with en-

lightened self-interest there would also develop a public

spirit which would lead ultimately to the unity &f all men.

Cooperation's first aim was man's material improvement,

but beyond that it sought to reveal the nature of man by

acknowledging the common ground upon which society was

based. Man was of one family, fellow workers and not

enemies, 'to whom . . . the great inheritance of this earth

shall be given, but only on the condition that it shall be

used and enjoyed in the spirit and according to the will

of Him who created it." 12  It was argued that one dominant

exclusive principle of governance endangers a civilization;

whether that principle was militarism or mercantilism,

the end results were equally disasterous. The United States

had placed mercantilism in a dangerously dominant position,

thus threatening the future. Cooperation provided an

escape from this peril. By operating on two levels, co-

operation encouraged a flexible and fluid social organization.

It engendered public service while simultaneously affording

10Richard T. Ely, "Cooperation, " The Chautauguan 8

(Dec. 1887): 149-152; King, p. 385.

1 1 Ibid., p. 151, Ely quoting Thomas Hughes.

12 Ely, p. 151.
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a vast arena of individual initiative and effort. The

pinnacle of social development was the highest perfection

of all the human faculties so that man could work with

others for the commonweal.13

Most workers were convinced of the success of coopera-

tion because it was founded upon justice and equity and

sanctioned by the moral and civil law.14 This sort of

moral and spiritual calling provided a most effective

vehicle for adherents of cooperation. "The wise men were

guided by a star; the children of Israel by a cloud by

day, and a 'pillar of fire by night', and shall not light,

mental, moral and spiritual break upon us of the nineteenth

century.,,i5

It has never been doubted that the spiritual light

did, in fact, break upon the nineteenth century. It was

just such a spiritual zeal that sustained men in their

quest for perfectibility. Cooperation proved a logical

stimulus for the idea of self-help not only materially

but also spiritually. The improved efficiency and harmony

of society would ensure the elevation of the working class.

Workers controlling their own interests in associated

enterprise produced a growth of intelligence and deepened

13 Ibid.; Industrial Age, 13 Feb. 1875.

14 National Labor Tribune, 10 Jan. 1880.

15 Fincher's Trades'Review, 10 Dec. 1864.
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self-respect and character. Cooperation, by cultivating

strong business habits, encouraged industry, sobriety,

prudence and thrift. Also, the very nature of associated

enterprise fostered mutual sympathies and precluded isola-

tion and the growth of petty selfishness. Once the physical

wants were met, man could cultivate his full and unbounded

potential.16

For the laboring class, self-help was the only hope

of survival within a corrupt and unjust society. Self-help

meant

defending our friends, brothers, sisters, wives and
mothers, from a system which has bowed with grief
the inmost soul; has spread vice and misery through-
out the land, and is gnawing at the very vitals of
the freedom and virtue of our common country.1 7

The self-help philosophy as developed by American

labor and agriculture in the nineteenth century centered

more on the aspect of individual profits which could be

derived ffom economic cooperation. In a speech before

the American Social Science Association, Robert T. Paine

advocated cooperation on a basis quite different from that

of-England. By doing better and faster work, the American

workman "so rises to the top of his trade and often finds

chances opening out wider and higher till he is surprised

16
King, p. 391; National Labor Tribune, 4 Apr. 1874.

1 7 Fincher 's Trades' Review, 31 Oct. 1863.
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at his own success.,,18 Following this line of reasoning,

most American cooperative associations developed as a means

of achieving entrepreneural status for individual members

rather than class advancement. When a system of true co-

operation, such as the Rochdale plan, established itself,

it was soon abandoned in favor of joint stock companies

or profit sharing plans. The American workman considered

cooperation for its short-term benefits rather than for a

long-range method of restructuring society. The ultimate

of worker individualism was expressed by such men as Joseph

Bishop, President of the National Amalgamated Association

of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers, who cautioned against any

system which involved the mutual efforts of capital and

labor. He warned that such contracts were an "oily plan

of the manufacturers to get the advantage of our men,

without openly asking them for a reduction of wages."1 9

The concept of self-help as it derived in the nine-

teenth century cannot be overstated. Industrialism and

the dominant social theories allowed no dignity to the

weak, the unorganized, the poor. Labor had absolutely

no protection and the distended nature of the infant labor

18 Scientific American, 3 Jan. 1874.

19~

19Proceedings, National Amalgamated Association of
Iron, Steel and Tin Workers of North America, Columbus,
Ohio, Aug. 7-1171877 (Pittsb~rgh: HeraldPrinting Co.,
1877), pp. 56-57.
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movement provided no cohesive organization capable of

protecting itself.

The phenomenon most characteristic of the workers'

vulnerability was the middleman. It was the inordinate

number of middlemen, more so than the gains of capital,

which prohibit&&1so large a portion of the wealth from

reaching the laborer. Furthermore, the exorbitant profits

only increased the number of distributors and middlemen.2 0

Workers maintained that American industry and capital-

ism presented an environment superbly suited to cooperation

which was peculiar to no other country. The corporate

nature of American capitalism perpetuated speculators,

forestallers and extortionists. The laborer felt that his

entire existence was dictated by avaricious middlemen.

We venture to assert, that there is scarcely a vege-
table, a rasher of meat, an article of fruit, or
anything necessary to family comfort, but passes
through from three to six owners before it sits [sic]
upon the table of those who purchase it for use . . . .
The profits on all of which yield fortunes to thousands
who never contribute 'a hands stirring' to the struggle
of life.2 1

This sense of subjugation was the common bond, the shared

experience of the working class. The transitory awareness

of this common bond forged the American cooperative experience.

20 Ibid., 20 June 1863; Industrial Age, 24 Jan. 1874.

2 1Fincher's Trades'Review, 19 Sept. 1863.
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No longer would workers remain mere "bobs to the kite of

capital."22 The system was one of extreme injustice and

from their experiences they determined to "cure the wound

with the hair of the hound." 23

Self-help, whatever the inclination, was the canon

of nineteenth century economic reform. Nowhere was this

more pronounced or so nearly realized than in the philosophy

of cooperation.24 Credit, the scourge of the working class,

served only to increase dependence. Cooperation would end

the servitude. Feral competition encouraged adulterated

articles. Cooperative societies would buy only good articles

and sell at a fair price, but never undersell. Cooperation

was not antagonistic, but, rather, harmonized labor and

capital, employer and employee. Cooperation did not beg of

other classes nor denigrate any other class of the community.

This system promised a grand "Help-Yourself Society" in

which each worked quietly and firmly to elevate their stand-

ing individually and as a class within the community. Regard-

less of the success factor, the concept of cooperation in-

grained in the working classes a sense of pride which so nat-

urally derives from economic independence.

22 Ibid.

23 Industrial Age, 20 March 1875.

2 4 Fincher's Trades'Review, 26 Nov. 1864; 15 Apr. 1865;
Industrial g 16 Jan. 1875; 13 Feb. 1875; Yearley, p. 222.
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The duteous and sober aim of cooperation was, by and

large, conservative. As with any social reform movement,

particularly those emphasizing economic injustices, coopera-

tion had its detractors. The adherents were, however, large

in number and quite often of some prominence. E. L. Godkin,

for example, defended cooperation against the charge that

it would undermine traditional laissez-faire economics.2 5

Owing to the nature of American capitalism, this was a common,

albeit uninformed, charge against cooperation. Under the

system of cooperation workmen combined in order to compete

with the employer on his own ground, but not to fight him.

Cooperation, rather than striking a blow at laissez-faire

economics, actually produced a natural competition that

spurred the private agency to greater efficiency than the

cooperative so that it might hold its own business.26 In

fact, some of the more powerful employers favored coopera-

tion. Unions, without sophisticated arbitration, usually

pose a threat to management and this was the case with most

nineteenth century trade unions. And, too, the potential

violence surrounding unions increased management's hostility.

Many employers actively encouraged cooperation for its sober-

ing business practices and self-help.2 7

25E. L. Godkin, "Cooperation," North American Review 105

(Jan. 1868): 172; Yearley, pp. 222-23.

26
.Newcomb, p. 140; Nourse, p. 596.

2 7Yearley, p. 207.
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In general, the working class understood the potential

advantage of a capitalistic society. It was this understand-

ing which provided the impetus for so many cooperative

undertakings. Workers did not wish to impose a "levelling

system" which would equalize society. Rather, they sought

fair play where each. individual could benefit from the

nation's developing resources. The majority of American

cooperators desired a safe and productive alternative, one

that would ensure a constructive society and, in sum, con-

servative. 28

Men such as Horace Greeley defended cooperation against

attacks and misunderstanding of any sort:

Their [Rochdalers] respectability is undoubted. Bishops
and priests regard their orthodoxy as unimpeachable.
Members of Parliament and Mayors see nothing disorganiz-
ing or Jacobinic in their rules and practices and not
an old woman of either sex in Rochdale . . . loses
sleep any longer for fear of a Socialist raid from
this quarter . . . . Co-operation is fully recognized
in Rochdale as the most conservative, moral and benef-
icient idea . . . which it really is. 2 9

And England's own most distinguished proponent, George Jacob

Holyoake, journeyed to this country to reassure Americans

of the absolute common sense of cooperation. With a firm

grasp on the American pulse, Holyoake endeavored to show

28 Fincher's Trades' Review, 31 Oct. 1863.

2 9New York Tribune, 12 Oct. 1858, as quoted in Yearley,
p. 215, n. 73.
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that this English system was really a deterrent to the im-

palpable likes of socialism and communism.30

To a young and flagrantly capitalist nation, communism

and socialism required no differentiation. The mere pos-

sibility nursed fear and repugnance and quickened the search

for alternatives. Radicals and communists, reared in poverty

and ignorance and moved by selfishness extended their efforts

to remove the pillars of society. They sought to destroy

the democratic institutions, "some of which are hallowed

by the holiest associations which the human heart can com-

prehend." 3 1  The working class had legitimate grievances

and they could be met in several ways, either through vio-

lence or, ultimately, communism or socialism. This was the

impasse which proved the conservative appeal of cooperation.

One critic argued quite turgidly the merits of its intel-

ligent conservatism. "The restless and turbulent element

of a nation is a class without property, and so impoverished

that national disturbances cannot leave them worse off

than they were before." 3 2  Some even found it remarkable

3 0Yearley, p. 270.

31 Industrial Age, 30 Jan. 1875.

32 Henry Fawcett, "Cooperative Societies: Their Social
and Economical Aspects," Macmillan's Magazine 2 (Oct. 1860):
440.
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that America, as the most practical nation on earth, who

most needed a conservative element in society, should

be the last to recognize the inestimable advantage of

cooperation.33 The benign influences of cooperation would

aid the working classes in acquiring "prudential habits,

and all those industrial virtues which so pre-eminently

distinguish the middle classes." 34

Middle-class builders, Utopians and incendiaries

were the visible and audible elements in the labor movement.

They were, however, merely the shadows of a much larger

ideal; Christian principles generated the form and substance

which shaped the comprehensive spirit of the labor reform

movement. This particular religious bent, however, is what

Herbert G. Gutman has delineated as pre-Gilded Age Protes-

tantism.35 Essentially, wage earners remained outside the

embraces of institutional or conformist Protestantism which,

in accordance with dominant social theories, celebrated the

robber baron and applauded his gain-gotten fortunes. Eco-

nomics and morality occupied no common ground.36 The wage

33 National Labor Tribune, 31 Oct. 1863.

3 4 Fawcett, p. 436.

35 Herbert G. Gutman, "Protestantism and the American
Labor Movement: The Christian Spirit in the Gilded Age,"
The American Historical Review 72 (Oct. 1966): 74.

36 Ibid., pp. 75-77.
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earner, poised against institutional Protestantism, saw

his daily existence at odds with the religious and secu-

lar values he had known. Gutman has defined this dichotomy

as the "observational order" and the "conceptual order." 3 7

So it was that the pre-industrial Christian tradition served

to magnify the social dilemmas of industrialism. As Gutman

so precisely states, "the material conditions of life changed

radically for these workers after 1850, but not the world

of their mind and spirit.,,38

Cooperation was particularly suited to the kind of

activist Christianity which dominated the labor reform move-

ment. At least, many of the strong supporters viewed the

system as a gunuine realization of Christian doctrine. Co-

operation taught what the Church might be expected to teach

and that was, essentially, the fellowship of man. Moral

responsibility and a true understanding of sacrifice were

the outgrowth of the cooperative habit of mind. "[T]he

membership of one body where the strength of each part is in

the strength of all, the realization of self in the common

good" was the summum bonum of cooperation.3 9  Cooperation

37Ibid., pp. 77-78.

3 8 Ibid., p. 78.

39 Francis G. Peabody, Introduction to Cooperation in
New England Urban and Rural by James Ford (New York: Russel
Sage Foundation, 1913), pp. xii-xiii.
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alone was the ultimate triumph of Christianity because

through this system man must work with his brother and not

against him.4 0

Wherever cooperation was attempted it realized many

of the fundamental principles of Christianity. True, the

material realizations were often significant, but chiefly

the training in the moral and spiritual realm was deemed

the grandest result. The idea of self-help through the

life in common was the Christian method of redeeming and

regenerating society. Some, however, exhibited a decidedly

more irascible approach. When the practical bearings of

cooperation began to alter the destiny of society,

we shall . . . free the oppressed from the oppressor,
succor and protect them; and make . . . the now 'wil-
derness' of society 'to blossom as the rose.' Thus
will the time fast draw nigh, when we shall go forth
with 'timbrels and dances,' and great rejoicing, to
reap the rich golden harvest, gather the 'full ripe
ear,' and be blessed with the full realization of
all we anticipate. We will then not merely ascend
the mountain, and view the beautiful prospect before
us, but go down into, take possession of, and bask
in the full fruition of the 'promised land,' where
there will be no Herods to slay the innocent, nor
the voice of lamentation.42

The vigor of one such partisan was by no means singular.

There remained those ,too, who appeared avowedly ration-

al in their advocacy. Neighborly love, did it prevail more

generally, would indeed be a panacea. This, however, would

40Ely, p. 151.

41 Industrial Age, 30 Jan. 1875.

42 Fincher's Trades' Review, 31 Oct. 1863.
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probably not occur until Christ and his charity became

sovereign. In the interim, some earthly contrivance must

suffice. A scientific system must be devised whereby the

benefits of secular equity could be shared by all. Although

the approach here was more socialist than not, again there

was the dual concept of equity and justice deriving from

an earthly Christian ideal.4 3

Cooperation implied a moral and ethical regeneration

of society and actuated a sort of social Christianity which,

since primitive Christianity, had not been the purveyance

of the Church itself. Cooperatives originated in benevolent

motives. Holyoake referred to the Rochdale founders as

"world-makers." "They organized and worked, published

tracts, weighed out justice and sugar with even balance,

and measured men, government, and cotton cloth by the golden

rule."44

There was yet another element in the Christian tradi-

tion surrounding the labor reform movement--the Social

gospel. The middle- land upper-class social critics shared

with the working class the reaction to industrialism, but

hardly the experience. Gutman surmises that there was slight

connection between these two groups and that both addressed

their respective audiences.45 The precise distinction

4 3 Labor Balance, Jan. 1878.

44 Labor Standard, 30 June 1877.

45 Gutman, p. 99.
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between the two groups was that one derived from argument

and the other, suffering.46 This is not to imply that such

social critics lacked sincerity, for their intentions were

quite genuine. There were, however, instances of great

pride when workers enjoyed the sympathy of the educated

and upper-classes.47 The social critics who strongly

urged cooperation numbered among themselves such notables

as Richard T. Ely, Washington Gladden, Allan Foote, John

Gledhill, Reverend Dr. Rylance, and William Sage. One of

several organizational meetings transpired appropriately

in the Astor House.4 8  It must be added, however, that this

particular stratification was not unique to American reform;

England had the Holyoakes, the Neales and the Ruskins, to

name but a few. It was precisely this kind of stratification,

by pulp or pulpit, that eased the social tensions which

threatened the survival of nineteenth century industrial

society. The patrician element did not identify with the

working classes but they shared a common Christian ideal

capable of transcending class.

46 Henry F. May, Protestant Churches and Industrial
America (New York: Harper, 1949), p. 235 as cited in
Gutman, p. 100, n. 104.

4 7Labor Balance, Oct. 1877.

48 Gutman, p. 100; Yearley, p. 274.
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It was, however, the absence of wide-scale class

arguments which reflected the major difference in the

success of the British and American cooperative efforts.

M. G. Lippert, an American cooperative director from

England, described the conflict and struggle within the

American cooperative system as stemming from the fact

that workers were not aware of their own class interest.

They suspected the cooperative movement, because they

distrusted a system founded by workingmen in the interest

of a working class.4 9

There were numerous attempts at economic cooperation

and some even achieved a certain prominence,50 but the

movement toward widespread national cooperatives never

matured. As the movement extended, more attention was

placed on economic advantages rather than social and

ethical considerations. Deviation from original coopera-

tive principles caused the movement to decline. Poor

economic conditions in 1857 and the instability brought

49 Herbert B. Adams, ed., History of Co-operation in the
United States, Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical
and Poliitca Science, vol. 6, (Baltimore, Md.: Guggenheimer,
Weil and Co., 1888), p. 148.

50 Charles Gide, Consumers' Cooperative Societies
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1922, p. 2.
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about by the Civil War saw the collapse of the early co-

operative movement. 51 During the late 1860s and early 1870s

the Knights of Labor, Sovereigns of Industyy, the National

Labor Union and the Patrons of Husbandry, as well as other

organizations attempted to establish cooperatives. They,

too, failed to organize a national cooperative union. Rather

the American cooperative movement remained a series of small,

frequently regional and isolated organizations.

The gentle harmonies of any culture are usually the re-

sult of protracted historical struggles among its peoples.

Intense cultural diversity, or the absence of a common ideal,

can often culminate in the destruction of a civilization.

Most Americans of the nineteenth century viewed the frequency

of violent social collisions as apocalyptic. Someeretreated

into the wilderness but those who remained did so only through

the most experimental of circumstances. But it was this ex-

perimentation, the pragmatic approach, which ultimately re-

sulted in the subtle coalescence of an American culture.

Economic reform proved the dominant experiment of the nine-

teenth century. Each experiment in its individual way, was

a microcosm of the larger struggle to reconcile traditional

human values with a corporate economy and yet preserve the

most valued of cultural achievements--individualism.

51 Ford, p. 16.



CHAPTER III

THE INDUSTRIAL EXPERIMENT: SOVEREIGNS OF INDUSTRY

The spurious nature of most nineteenth century reform

movements has, to a very large extent, detracted from the

enormous cultural significance to which each, in its own

way, contributed greatly. Hindsight has judged these various

attempts by their individual failures rather than considering

the composite contribution to American reform as a whole.

The monotonous evidence of failure has served sufficiently

to demonstrate that many of these attempts simply lacked a

certain credibility essential for success. And yet even

within the failure there persists an almost intangible sense

of triumph, and that triumph is the immense traditional

ebullience that has sustained itself so thoroughly through-

out American reform.

Regardless of the nature or, more especially, the

failure of many reform attempts, this tradition has remained

fertile and constant. However, particularly within the

context of the nineteenth century, this tradition was, more

often than not, enigmatic, paradoxical at best. Thus, for

some, such a state has demonstrated mere contradiction; an

inconsistency incapable of direction and organic unity. This

is not altogether an unjust ciiticism, but fashioned as a

blanket indictment this becomes the death knell of a vivacious,

40
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emerging modern civilization. True, the nineteenth

century American reform Geist indulged the spectrum of

alternatives from the maniacal to the sedate, but each in

its individual way was proportionately representative of

some painful spasmodic maturation of that century.

If the nature, character, and rhetoric of nineteenth

century American reform movements and their leaders appear

incoherent, discrepant, and paradoxical it is only because

they mirrored the civilization in which they found themselves.

It was not so much the reform movements and their leaders

who were inconsistent or incoherent but, rather, the aims

and unbridled directions which the nineteenth century so

mercilessly elected to follow. It was this reform tradition

which attempted to reconcile and find a coherency within

the increasingly disparate forces in a land many knew to

be failing in its promise.

The single most irreconcilable reality of the nine-

teenth century was the machine and the dramatic social

and economic transformation which it forced upon American

civilization. It was obviously the labor force which was

most displaced materially and psychologically. Labor reform

achieved its greatest cohesion in the years following the

Civil War. The labor reform activity during this period was,

however, merely a manifestation of the reform consciousness

which had been steadily developing since the 1820s. By the

1860s the idea of self-help had already attained more than
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a modicum of practical application. It was not until the

1860s, however, that self-help, through economic cooperatives,

appeared to contain the makings of a very real and viable

alternative to an increasingly violent system of industriali-

zation. Regardless of the strong British influence upon

American economic reform there remained a force uniquely

American in the way the concept of self-help came to define

the nineteenth century struggle for the reconcilliation

of values of the old world with the new.

Almost all of the attempts at mutual aid or self-help

were short-lived at best; however, endurance of the concept

was substantial enough to completely occupy the last half

of the century. In the labor movement there was one particu-

lar organization, the Sovereigns of Industry, which, in

its brief seven years, 1874-1880, came to represent more

thoroughly than any other organization, the realization of

an alternative that would reconcile the old world values

with the new and yet ensure progress. Their tool was, of

course, the ubiquitous Rochdale plan.

The history surrounding the founding of the Sovereigns

of Industry is not clearly or neatly established. Order

might be best served by examining the evolution of the reform

tradition in which the Sovereigns formed a natural link.

Self-help and economic cooperation had found some

appeal in the United States even before the original Rochdale

Pioneers. As early as 1831 a Boston meeting of the New
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England Association of Farmers and Mechanics appointed a com-

mittee to investigate cooperation; although no actual report

was made. The protective associations of New England tried

haphazardly for over a decade to establish some form of econ-

omic cooperation. In 1845, a year after the British success-

fully launched Rochdale, the Workingmen's Protective Union

pioneered a similar success in Boston. In much the same

humble tradition as their English brethren, they opened a

store with only "a box of soap and half a chest of tea."l

The success of the New England Protective Union was

remarkable. Although personal feuding witnessed the Union's

collapse in 1853, well over a third of its divisions reported

sales of over a million and a half dollars in 1852.2 There

were numerous organizations of this type all over New England

during the 1850s and 1860s. It is certain that a few of these

were even more successful than the New England Protective

Union, lasting well into the twentieth century.3 The co-

operative efforts of these early protective unions were

largely joint stock companies or prosperous middle-class

concerns with restrictive membership. Members turned high

1 George McNeill, The Labor Movement: The Problem of
Today . . . (Boston: A. M. Bridgman & Co., 1887), p. 513.

2Ibid.; Ellis Cowling, Co-operatives in America: Their

Past, Present and Future (Rev. ed.; New York: Coward-McCann,
Inc., 1943), p. 81.

3 Ibid.; ppme80-81; James Ford, Cooperation in New England
Urban and Rural (New York: Russel Sage Foundation, 1913), p. 16.
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dividends on shares and the organizations employed few, if

any, genuine cooperative ideals. 4

The quickening tempo of industrialization and the

consequent social and economic displacement of the labor

force began to swell the search for an alternative to the

steadily encroaching distortions which threatened American

life. By the mid-1850s, English ideas of self-help were

becoming more than sentiments across the Atlantic. English

immigrant workers filled the ranks of the American labor force,

and to this avenue of exchange was added Horace Greeley's in-

fluential New York Tribune. The masterful renderings of George

Jacob Holyoake did enough to fire the workers of his native

England, but elaborately reprinted in the Tribune during the

Panic years of 1857-1858, his history of Rochdale cooperation

served equally well the urgency of the American workers.5

The Victorian concept of self-help was a ritual of efficiency

and progress. Applied to the social and economic system,

self-help promoted liberation from penury and a more peaceful

adjustment to the wilds of industrialism.

Thomas Phillips took Holyoake's message as a drama to

be acted out if a society were to be a social and economic

4Ford, p. 17.

5Clifton J. Yearley, Britons in American Labor. A History
of the Influence of the United7KingJom Immigrants on American
LEabor, 1820-19l4,JoEns Hopkins University Studies in Historical
and Political Science, vol. 75 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press,
1957), p. 202.
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democracy. Phillips' chain of democratic expectations

led him through the Chartists in his native England and on

to America in 1852.6 Unionism was also one of Phillips'

attempts at economic democracy. He came, however, to see

beyond its narrow limits of strikes and industrial coercion

to something more lasting and decidedly more peaceful. It

was the Rochdale method of cooperation that enabled Phillips

to sense the milleni2I)m.7 His deprecation of violence and

respect for capital fired his keenest hopes for cooperation,

for here was the means by which capital could fight capital

with a total absence of violence and thus promote the com-

plete moral regenerationoof society. Phillips knew this

ideal state would be one of gradualness and that patience

would determine its success.8 Thus he set about the cautious

founding of the Philadelphia Union Co-operative Association,

No. 1.9 This particular organization gained enough wide-

spread recognition to provoke some debate as to who had

actually started the first American Rochdale store. This

debate is important insofar as it demonstrates just how

early the Rochdale method had been operative in America.

But Phillips! laborious planning and insistence on patient

6Ibid., p. 203. Ibid., pp. 204-205.

8Ibid., p. 207.

9Herbert B. Adams, ed., History of Co-operation in the
United States, Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical
and Political Science, vol. 6, (Baltimore, Md.: Guggenheimer,
Weil, & Co., 1888), p. 141.
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study resulted not only in records being kept but also in

a widespread and efficient flow of propaganda.1 0 Dis-

mantled as it was in 1866, the Union Cooperative Association,

No. 1, nevertheless, left a decided mark, and the unretiring

Phillips had cultivated a growing number of very able and

articulate cohorts who would make their appearance and

appeal again and again in various national labor organiza-

tions.

In 1863 Thomas Phillips, along with such men as

William Sylvis and John Samuel, Jr., attached themselves

to Johathan Fincher, ably assisting in making the Fincher's

Trades' Review the most influential labor paper and voice of

cooperation in America. For three years Fincher's Trades'

Review continuously sported eloquent and cogent articles on

the subject of cooperation, guidelines and philosophy as

well. Thoroughly versed and spiritually committed, both

Phillips and Samuel would appear in 1874 within the leader-

ship of the Sovereigns of Industry.

A very substantial portion of the blur surrounding

the relatively unknown Sovereigns of Industry may be at-

tributed to its umbilical link with the Grange. In 1873

Dudley W. Adams, President of the National Grange, wrote to

his old friend, William Earle, of Massachusetts, and asked

1 0Yearley, pp. 209-210.

11Ibid., p. 194; Adams, p. 142.
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him to try to organize local Granges in that state. As

a deputy of the Grange, Earle canvassed the state, probing

into the producer-consumer relationships and generally pur-

veying the labor-capital conflicts. Earle's investigation

led to the inevitable conclusion that the.Grange's member-

ship ought not be limited to farmers.12 Apparently Earle

came to sense strongly the common plight of both farmers

and laborers. Since William Earle continued in his capacity

as Deputy of the Grange, it may besassumed that Adams was

not altogether sympathetic.

As occurs in nascent states, there generally appears

a force which generates that final burst of energy, thus

creating the independent form. In the case of the Sovereigns

it was John Orvis who provided the impetus for organic inde-

pendence. Orvis was a veteran cooperator and labor reformer

whose roots traced back to Brook Farm in the 1840s. He had

made a serious investigation of cooperative movements on

a tour of England and the Continent. On his return, he

learned of the significant progress of the Grange. The

heritage of Brook Farm and his affinity for the British

experiment led Orvis to make an overture to the Patrons of

Husbandry.1 3  He addressed his proposal, similar to Earle's,

to Oliver Kelley, one of the chief leaders of the Grange.

Kelley did not dismiss Orvis entirely, but he did not think

1 2 Adams, pp. 37-38.

1 3 Yearley, pp. 258-59.
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it then feasible to remodel the Grange .(to include the

laborers), but it might be more propitious if a separate,

broader based order were established, and if this new

order proved promising perhaps then it might merge with

the Patrons.1 4

For whatever reasons, Kelley proved rather accommodat-

ing in furthering Orvis' idea. No doubt Earle's initial

proposal was known to the Grange leadership because-Kelley

had forwarded on to him Orvis' letter. Seeing a way to

sustain orderly relations, the Grange leadership thought

it best to impress upon Earle the necessity of contacting

Orvis. In January, 1874, invitations were sent to Orvis

and all others believed to be in sympathy with the new

order. The meeting convened on 6 January 1874, at Spring-

field, Massachusetts. The fifteen laborers who met to

consider a new order deliberated for over a week, producing

the Preamble, Constitution and Ritual of the National

Council of the Order of Sovereigns of Industry. 1 5

The initial force surrounding the new order was to

create a cooperative commonwealth. In cooperative methods

the Sovereigns of Industry movement marked the transition

from the joint stock system of the Protective Union stores

to the methods of Rochdale. Through the introduction and

1 4 Ibid., p. 259.

1 5Ibid.; Adams, p. 38.
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popularization of Rochdale methods, the Sovereigns also

16
began the modern period of cooperation.

The first store at Springfield was the only one which

was not established on the Rochdale Plan. Failure was in-

evitable because prices were set at the lowest market rate

of the locality.17 The Springfield store appears somewhat

anomalous given the firm commitment among most of the

leadership to the Rochdale method.1 8

Thomas Phillips' long efforts and association with

Rochdale made him a prime recruit for the Sovereigns.

Shortly after Springfield, William Earle granted a special

deputy's commission to him and from there Phillips set out

on an organizational campaign that few have equalled in

nineteenth century labor causes. Within a very short time

he organized five councils in Philadelphia alone. The

fact that one of these was composed entirely of women earned

16Ford, pp. 27-28; Adams, p. 21.

17 Sovereigns of Industry, Plan for Co-operative Stores
(Office of the National Council, Worcester, Mass., n.T.)7,
pp. 1-3; Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, May 1876; Cowling,
p. 91; Ford, p. 22.

18 Distributive Cooperation. Steps for Organization and
Advice to Managers of Co-operative Associations, Under the
Auspices~of Sovereigns of Industry, With Working Rules a~nd
By-Laws, Compiled From tEhe Rules and By-Laws of the Most
Successful Co-operative Associations in EnglanY and This
Country (Boston: Alfred Mudge & Son,~1875)., pp. 4-5, 22;
Yearley, pp. 259-60.
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for Phillips a decidedly colorful reputation. Even though

Phillips reveled in the ire which he sometimes aroused, he

was not in the least frivolous. His editorial abilities

did not end with Fincher's. He organized as well with the

pen as in the meeting hall. Even a casual perusal of the

Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin attests to his competence in

essay. Phillips organized Sovereigns councils as meticu-

lously as he had his own in 1862, only with deeper trust in

and devotion to Rochdale. The Pioneer Council, No. 1 of

the Pennsylvania Sovereigns was established on 29 June 1874.

Phillips, as well as fellow charter member, John Shedden,

could trace their mutual efforts back to the Union Co-

operative Association. In their new endeavor they were

even more firmly committed to Rochdale as the means of

self-help which would rejuvenate a rapidly deteriorating

society. 20

What Thomas Phillips did for cooperation in the East

John Samuel also did in the Midwest. Welshman Samuel never

broke ties with the English, at least in his social and

economic precepts. Phillips no doubt possessed the flair,

19 Yearley, p. 261. Unfortunately, it has not been
possible to view Phillips' autobiography contained in his
papers at the Wisconsin State Historical Society. There-
fore, any appreciation must be gained through Yearley's own
research. Apparently Phillips relished his provocative
behavior, it "strengthened his sense of mission," (p. 261)

20 Ibid., pp. 210, 262-63.
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color and unrestrained dynamism for his task, but no one

held a deeper, more precise knowledge of Rochdale than

Samuel. Such men as Bemis, Albert Warner, Daniel Randall,

George McNeill, Carroll Wright and Richard Ely afforded

him the highest respect.21 He also maintained a close

relationship with Edward V. Neale. From his days with

Fincher's, Samuel wrote incessantly on Rochdale. His

intimate knowledge of the progress of the English working

class only intensified his study and adherence to the

method, and he liRewise positioned himself where he might

be best heard. It is not surprising that Samuel, too,

was part of the Union Co-operative Association. He main-

tained residence in Philadelphia until 1869, when he

moved to St. Louis, establishing a glass-blowing firm

and essentially following the cooperative movement.2 2

Samuel must have seen the Grange purchasing clubs of the

midwest as a vehicle for the panacea and thus joined the

Missouri Patrons in 1869. Samuel (with others) presents

a curious matter, particularly in the evolution of the

Grange. It is commonly held that the Grange did not allow

21 A. Warner to J. Samuel, 7 May 1866; Samuel to
D. Randall, 7 Dec. 1885; 28 Dec. 1885; G. McNeillito
J. Samuel, 11 Aug. 1886; C. Wright to Samuel, 8 July 1892;
J. Samuel to E. V. Neale, 24 Aug. 1891, Samuel Papers,
Wisconsin State Historical Society, as cited in Yearley,
p. 233, n. 7.

2 2 Yearley, pp. 234-35.
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dual membership or, at least, membership to labor. Even

so, Samuel was among the leadership of the St. Louis

Trades Assembly simultaneous with being a very active

member of the Missouri State Grange.23 And in 1874 he

renewed his long attachment to eastern labor by joining

the Sovereigns of Industry. Samuel's years of dedication

to Rochdale and unwaivering commitment to cooperation

gained for him an organizer's commission with the Sovereigns.

He served as Chief Lecturer of the first council of St. Louis

and the several others which he organized in that city were

quite probably Rochdale creations.24

Applying the principles of nineteenth century Christian-

ity and faith in progress to such an organization as the

Sovereigns, it is no small wonder that men such as Orvis,

Phillips, Samuel, and Earle reeled with sensations of the

expected millenffTrm. In spite of their broad careers and

varied affiliations, these men all turned on the same

faith--they knew society could be improved. Their paths

crossed throughout the years but the kindred faith of these

Rocldalers experienced a new vigor among the Sovereigns of

Industry.

In order to understand this optimism and faith it is

necessary to examine the Sovereigns and attempt to view

23Ibid., p. 246.

24 Ibid., pp. 246-63.
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their philosophy strictly within the milieu of the nine-

teenth century. Their rhetoric was not entirely unique;

it sometimes bordered on the polemical and doctrinaire.

Such a tendency was, however, rather indicative of the

age in which they flourished. And if caution is neglected

much of the past can be relegated to the doctrinaire, the

polemical. One does not even have to construe the evidence,

only examine it carefully to sense the provocative possibil-

ities which the Sovereigns of Industry offered the nineteenth

century.

Actually, the Sovereigns have never been paraded among

the more significant organizations of nineteenth century

labor reform. As its counterparts, the Grange and the

Knights of Labor, the Sovereigns, too, were a national

organization. It was New England-founded, but the ten-year

history amply demonstrates that it was definitely not local.2 5

However, unlike the other organizations which adopted co-

operation as a thing incidental to their original platforms,2 6

the Sovereigns was initially founded on the principles of

2 5 Edwin M. Chamberlin, The Sovereigns of Industry
EBoston: Lee & Shepard, Pub., T1875) pp. 12T, 150; Ford,
p. 22; Cowling, p. 91; St. Louis Times, 13 Feb. 1874 (clip-
ping contained in scrapbook, Miscellaneous Publications of
the Sovereigns of Industry, WFistpnsin State Historical Society.

2 6 Yearley, p. 218.
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cooperation and consistently advocated the strictest ad-

herence to the methods of Rochdale. This was the lifeblood

which swelled the ranks and, ironically, preordained its

demise.

The philosophy upon which the Sovereigns was founded

and survived can be studied from several angles but the

underlying germ was Rochdale cooperation, and any devia-

tions in their philosophy were incidental to this. A few

of the analyses will be somewhat repetitious of earlier

material but this is intentional because it was the Sov-

ereigns of Industry who, more than any other organization,

took the hodgepodge of nineteenth century expectations

and produced a kind of clarity which did not abolish dilemma

but at least developed a pragmatic way to live with it.

The social philosophy of the Sovereigns was undoubtedly

grounded in economic cooperation but it evolved into a

sophisticated expression of humanitarian reform. The eco-

nomic dislocation occurred more or less simultaneously with

the Civil War and with the accelerated industrialization

of the post-war years. The very simple fact that a config-

uration of metal and steam could render completely useless

the handiwork of the laborer was, in itself, an overwhelmin-

source of alienation. Some took a rather matter-of-fact

attitude toward the tumultuous readjustment. "If a nation

chooses to dance to the music of the musket, it must be ready,



when the piping times of peace come, to pay the piper.'27

This somewhat colorful, albeit realistic, assessment of

the times held little comfort for the laborer who could

not sense the piping times of peace, and still the piper

had to be paid. The tune and pace of economic recovery

and immense industrial expansion produced more than aliena-

tion among the working classes. There was more than the

Jacksonian bugaboo looming about old labor haunts to stir

the worker. Economic forces distorted society, competi-

tion became a contest among elements of corporate wealth,

and the worker was forced to toil longer and harder to

ensure the continued competition and profits. Certainly

this could engender a sense of alienation, a loss of dig-

nity. Trapped in a powerless position, the worker came

to feel an overwhelming sense of degredation and

self-consciousness.

In general, the idea of self-help has been greatly

romanticized. The Sovereigns certainly utilized the idea,

but there is evidence that their appeal to self-help was

aimed at a working-class consciousness, a solidarity.

Money was indeed "primal and indispensable" but "bonds

stronger than filthy lucre, are required to give permai

nence and lasting power" to labor. There must also be

"intellectual culture, science, useful knowledge, mental

2 7 Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, July 1876.
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training, the elevation of the whole nation." 2 8  f the

working man were to survive, self-help was at least a

test of his strength against poverty and dehumanization.

It was a weapon which would morally rejuvenate the world.

When Justice triumphs over Privilege, and not till
then, will the era of peace appear. The movement
[Sovereighs] will go on. It is a process of devel-
opment as preordained as the movements of the forest
trees, which, from innate elements of growth, put
forth their leaves as workingmen put forth their
hands, to seize those elements that make them
thrifty, strong and fruitful. Resistance is
impossible,--there is no such thing as resistance,--
God himself is in the effort. 2 9

Self-help, as the Sovereigns applied and extended it, was,

in fact, a key to the maturing nineteenth century. Organiza-

tion and efficiency would ensure survival and success. The

task of awakening labor to this reality was not a simple one.

The efforts at "consciousness-raising" exhibited all the

usual emotionalism, excessive oratory and religious fervor

of reform, but the practicality and wisdom could not be

ignored.

The solution to the labor problem could only be solved

by labor itself. Philosophers and poets could write and

sing about it, but it would only be "solved by people who

28 William R. Algers, C. Edwards Lester and Henry W. Allen,
Report of the Committee on Declaration of Principles and Pur-
poses M e and Adopted at the Annual Me ing of the National
Council Held7in Philadelthia, January 12-16, 875, (n.p.
n.d.),p. 8.

2 9 Chamberlin, p. 37.
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are at the present thought incompetent to the task, the

working men and working women." In the solution were the

"clearly defined relations of labor to capital with justice

to both . . . a possible morality for commerce, the abroga-

tion of temptation to falsehood in trade." 3 0  Of course

the natural forces of war and industrialism greatly added

to the opportunity for greed and corporate wedilth but

labor, too, was accused of wrong, stillness, and silence.

Labor had to be elevated from "amudsillism." It was be-

lieved that "the capitalist class, those, who, without

producing wealth, acquire the great bulk of all that the

laboring people produce--do so only because of the inaction

of the working people themselves." Labor united could be

immovable to the end, "against all shocks of envy and

malice, or the dry-rot of indifference, more to be dreaded

than open hostility or disguised treachery."31

30 John Shedden, Address Delivered at the First Annual
Session of the State Council [Pennsylvania Sovereigns],
Held in The Senate Chamber at Harrisburg, Augsit 10th.,
1875 TPhiadelp1iha: John AT Lonabaugh & Son, 1875),pp. 5-7.

31 National Labor Tribune, 13 Jan. 1877; J. F. Byrnes,
A Plea For The LaFBUFOrganization Known As The Sovereigns
Of IndustryTBeing Reasons Why All TradesUnions And Other
Organizations Should Unite Under This General Organization
(Philadelphia: C. B. Berryman, Printer, 1874) , p. 2;
John Orvis, Rule's and Forms ofLthe Sovereigns Co-operative
Association n?.p. nF.., p.43.
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Organization was the key to progress and survival:

Rochdale was the only means to achieve the efficiency and

hence the power. The power that labor sought was not

anarchical; there was no attempt to abolish capital or

overthrow the system. There was, rather, emphasis on

balance of the power and a redistribution of the wealth.

Labor had lost far too much time denouncing capital

and fashioning hollow resolutions. "Capital is wise;

She organizes; She has shown us how to do it; let us

follow her illustrious example in theceare she takes of

her interests." Labor, organized as efficiently as capi-

tal could also dictate the terms of distribution. 32 if

cooperation were to be the means of coping successfully

with the competitive system it must be as tightly organized.

The Sovereigns were hardly naive in their grasp of the

times. They interpreted the one controlling force of

modern civilization as "organization for the purpose of

controlling the production and distibution of wealth."3 3

The Sovereigns, realizing that those who held the wealth

would never voluntarily relinquish it nor help labor

receive a larger part, understood that the power of associa-

tion would effect their emancipation. A wisely directed

32
Shedden, Address, p. 6.

3 3Orvis, p. 39.
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association of labor would increase their ability to under-

stand their rights and interests.34

It is ironic that labor in the nineteenth century

has endured the epithetical burden of being non-progressive,

looking backward for the lost Eden. The Sovereigns be-

lieved not so much that this Eden had been lost, but, rather,

it was being destroyed before it could be fully realized.

Panic, social agitation, and distrust paralyzed the nation.

"Had too much work been done on this new continent? No!

the business of turning it into a paradise for mankind had

only just begun."3 5  The general government had failed in

its mutual responsibility to the people by favoring the

monopolists. Government from the local city level to the

national Congress had failed by allowing corrupt practices

to destroy society both economically and socially. The

Sovereigns were bold to mark certain inconsistencies:

We found women, in what we call this free land,
divorced by custom and law, from equal participation
with men, in the common blessings and rights of civil
life, while she was released from none of the responsi-
bilities. Nature had made her an equal partner in the
business firm of a common humanity, and man who dictated
her share of the proceeds, too often pocketing the pro-
ceeds himself, and passing over to her the other side
of the ledger.3 6

3 4 'SY s ' f I d sIbid., p. 39;. Byrnes, p. 2; Sovereigns of Industry
Bulletin, Apr. 1876; Sovereigns of Irhdustry, N. 4 (n.p. n.d.).
This later item is contained in' te Miscellaneous~Publications
of the Sovereigns of Industry, Wisconsin State Historical
Society.

3 5Algers, Lester and Allen, p. 5.

36 Ibid., p. 7.
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The Sovereigns were convinced that the world had become

far too out of balance. Competition and greed provoked

violence and poverty and wasted all the nation's creative

and progressive energies. Nor would it do for labor to

plunder the nation as the money powers had done. The

organization and stability of labor would not perpetrate

the overthrow of capital, nor would a redistribution of

the wealth. Labor saw the advantage of organization as

a means of securing for itself a viable position within

the mainstream of American society. "Knowing that in

society, as well as in nature, the organized forces and

elements appropriate and control the incoherent ones, that

37
power is not only wielded, but also engendered." There

were also deeper frustrations:

Workingmen, united, have all power; divided, they are
the servants of the money-power, and the toilers of
corporate wealth, which is grabbing up all there is
of the common wealth and the country, and legislating
constantly for unequal privileges. Labor, which creates
everything and does everything, and is the protector
and preserver of all, is for itself unprotected and
weak. It feeds others; it starves itself. It clothes
others in purple and fine linen, while itself STANDS
SHIVERING IN RAGS ASKING ALMS AT THE DOORS OF THOSE
WHOM IT HAS MADE RICH. 38

With workingmen so unable to engender power or respectability,

is it any wonder that violence and hostility mark this period

of labor history?

37Chamberlin, p. 144.

38 lbid. p 159. Chamberlin is quoting from the
Boston State Sovereign for which he gives no date.
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The Sovereigns, had found the situation intolerable

but never without hope. They identified the forces acting

against them, but they also perceived the potential power

of labor--organization. American labor organizations had

a transitory character, arising when the occasion called

and dissolving when it passed. All disputed questions

were immediately taken into party politics, where they

lingered in dispute. Granted, from an American viewpoint,

not a great deal could be said for the British aristocracy,

but the British working class had survived intact, as a

class. A type of caste had been established and "perpetuated,

which, while hindering the development of individual-inde-

pendence, has contributed to give permanency to associations

formed for the purpose of acquiring a larger degree of

personal freedom."39 Herein lay the basis of the Sovereigns'

philosophy of seIf-help. Labor's survival depended upon

its ability to "organize upon the common and broad basis of

individual self-interest."4 0  Organization meant power en-

gendered, respect commanded. Labor must have a unity of

conscience and class. The individual selfish interest must

be abandoned for class interests and, ultimately, mutual

societal interests which could be achieved only through

3 9 Chamberlin, pp. 123-24.

40 Byrnes, pp. 2-3.
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cooperative principles.4 Cooperation would "secure through

peaceful measures the greatest good to the greatest number."

It meant that "all who contribute to the common good shall

share the good in proportion to what they contribute, in

sacrifice, risk and work."4 2

Cooperation would not be the work of politics. Coopera-

tion was republican principle carried into everyday life.

The Sovereigns asked, "and of what avail is freedom in

politics, if ignorance and distrust remain to oppress?"4 3

Likewise, there was no avail in self-help without considera-

tion for the mutual good of society, the mutual freedom from

distrust and oppression. One of many things the Sovereigns

hoped to effect was "a supreme respect for the rights of

others."44

The very active presence of violence, middlemen and

corporate injustices served bare evidence of mutual responsi-

bility or respect for the rights of others. The competitive

system had created mephistophelian figures in the form of

middlemen "who stood as self-constituted tax gatheregrshbetween

4 1 Distributive Cooperation, p. 3; First Annual Session
of the State Council of Pennsylvania, Sovereigns of Industry,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvahia, Aug. 10-11, 1875 (Philadelphia:
John A. Lonabaugh & Son., 175), p. 16.

4 2 National Labor Tribune, 3 June 1876.

43 Distributive Cooperation, p. 5.

44 Chamberlin, p. 144.
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the producers and consumers, . . . drones in the great

bee-hive of industry . . . barnacles on the ship, only to

retard her progress.,,45 Middlemen certainly ranked among

the lowest of creatures in the world of the producer,

however, the Sovereigns tended to view the middleman more

as a symptom than a cause. The very nature of the competitive

system placed in fierce opposition dealers and purchasers.

The best intentioned dealers could do little other than

follow the prevailing trends. 46 Not so symptomatic, however,

was the mock aristocracy of "railroads, banks and bond-

,47
holders . . . [and the] plutocracy in general." These

powers composed the high side of the competitive system.

Capital, it was believed, held such domination over labor

as to liken it to the institution of slavery. The priv-

ileged, (non-productive) classes, more than any other single

cause, propagated the competitive system and dictated its

terms. More often than not, the terms precipitated violence,

even death and always the evergrowing bitterness and mutual

hostility.4 8  Labor came to look upon the privileged classes

45Algers, Lester and Allen, p. 8.
4 6 Distributive Cooperation, p. 7.

4 7 Chamberlin, p. 124.

48Ibid., pp. 58, 157-59.
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as "vampires, who draw the blood of labor to gorge their

own veins; gouls of society, who feast on the dying." 4 9

The violence and social turbulence were not inherent neces-

sities. A competitive system could produce a quite positive

environment if it were a truly balanced competitive system

and not "the result of arbitrary management aiming at

selfish advantages.150

The Sovereigns saw selfishness and personal ambition

destroying the infant Paradise. Moreover, their doctrine

of "supreme respect for the rights of others" scarcely

pricked the phlegmatic social conscience of the sector

which they attacked. The concept of mutual responsibility

which could be attained through cooperative principles

was so strong among the Sovereigns that their zeal for

reform evidenced a remarkable similarity to Christian

Socialism. In fact, cooperation became their touchstone

for practical Christianity in the modern world.

The Sovereigns found the current organized social

antagonisms directly contradictory to the principles of

Christianity. The inevitable conflict and suffering

"neutraliz[ed] the abstract preaching of the laws of

justice and love." 5 1 The competitive system repudiated

49 Ibid., p. 27.
5 0 Ibid., p. 157.
51 Ibid., p. 154.
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ethical standards by which all of humanity could survive.

Selfishness and personal ambition struck at the very roots

of a just and Christian society. The Sovereigns were un-

able and perhaps unwilling to find much faith in the

system. They found the prevailing social code one in

which "everybody shall have whatever he can get without

violating the judicial code."52 This, they observed, was

in violation of any justice and all social welfare. People

could never actualize brotherly love so long as the prac-

tical efforts of daily existence were concentraded in greed

and ambition. "Long enough have glowing pictures of the

millenium been painted in the empty air, dissolving as

fast as they are painted, while frightful realities of

vice and misery remain confronting them in solid triumph." 5 3

The key to the millenium should be the pursuit of merit, not

the pursuit of money. Quoting Jeremy Taylor, seventeenth

century theologian, the Sovereigns looked upon wild ambition

as that which "fears no man, nor nothing, nor is it ever

discomposed and entertains death like a friend."54 Coopera-

tiVe principles would regain and reestablish the ethics of

practical Christianity and reshape the social conscience.

5 2 Ibid., pp. 155-56.

53 Ibid., p. 154.

54 Algers, Lester and Allen, p. 10.
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The Sovereigns genuinely believed that cooperative

principles could reshape society. They knew, above all

else, that society must be changed if civilization were

to progresssand all of mankind survive. They sought no

wars among classes or even individuals, but they did launch

an unprecedented harangue against the wrongs and deprivations

inherent in an unethical system which could produce such in-

equities. They called upon all people "to be of one mind

in th6s;irit of justice," and appealed to the "universal

interests of humanity, and a philanthropy rising impar-

tially above all distinctions of class, sex, creed, race

or nationality."55 The injustices the Sovereigns witnessed

were obviously the result of the conflict between capital

and labor, producer and non-producer. But they realized

that the changes must be made through social and economic

action, that proposed alterations in the system must con-

sider not only the whole of the social machinery but also

the separate parts. Each individual required similar things

for personal satisfaction but when each individual "is

striving to obtain not that alone which pleases himself,

but for what also will bring universal contentment,"5 6 then

is progress guaranteed. The Sovereigns felt that the spirit

of reform sustained within cooperation was indeed an earthly

55Chamberlin, p. 145.

56 Ibid., p. 8.
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manifestation of Christian ethics and "prepared the way for

a universal faith in humankind,?" just as Christianity had

done.5 7

The Sovereigns of Industry appealed to society as a

whole to ensure its own continued progress. The churches,

particularly, could "be raised from being mere supporters

of the institutions of men to become the reformers of them;

and wasting no more time in condemnation of those who break

the law, apply the principles of Christianity to the laws

themselves." 58 If society were to progress each unit must

assume a social responsibility and work toward the universal

betterment of all mankind. The Cain-principle of dealing

with one's brother must end. 5 9

Economic cooperation also provided a peaceful means

of changing the system, which was of prime importance for

the Sovereigns. The ethics of cooperation promised a

peaceful social adjustment just as the actual mechanics of

cooperation ensured a peaceful economic adjustment. The

Sovereigns stressed emphatically the necessity for change

within the system. The harsh criticism leveled at the methods

of the Chicago Commune in 1875 is one example. The Sov-

ereigns labeled them "malcontents, violent, unreasoning

5 7Algers, Lester and Allen, p. 13.

58Chamberlin, p. 35.

59 Algers, Lester and Allen, p. 9.
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agitators, presumptuous and ill-timed beggars, and would

be robbers . . . . The Commune has had its say; mis-

represented to the world the real status of the majority of

even the lowest classes of workingmen in the city."60 They

were equally contemptuous of those who combined only in the

name of cooperation, merely fostering the same unethical

environment of the present system. Behavior such as that

demonstrated by the Commune or false efforts at coopera-

tion prejudiced the entire community against the true spirit

of cooperation. And, too, these antics disturbed the ordinary

channels of trade and certainly did not benefit society.

Cooperation on the Rochdale plan was the only practice,

peaceful method of improving society, for it was, in fact,

a complement to the existing system. 6 1

Actually, more than anything else, the Sovereigns looked

upon cooperation as a means of preserving the system, the

status quo, but it would also serve to enhance and expand it.

Their aim was simply to make the most of life h}

study[ing] the principles of equity and their practical
application under existing conditions, wherever these
principles admit of an application, whether in society,
touching the relationsof the individual to the whole
mass, or the rights of the masses as against the indi-
vidual.62

60 Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, March 1875.

6 1 Distributive Cooperation, p. 6; National Labor
Tribune, 5 May 1877.

6 2 Algers, Lester and Allen, p. 11.
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All areas of human thought and activity figured into the

scheme of cooperation.

The Sovereigns possessed an infinite understanding of

cooperation, and their sympathies as well as their hopes

were not the offspring of innocence. They realized that

trades unions or beneficial societies could not improve

the lot of the worker. Though essential to their well-being,

higher wages and shorter hours did not meet the question.

Such matters as these would always remain disputed. It was,

rather, "a reorganization of the distribution of the proceeds

of labor [that] mast be effected before the condition of the

working people can be permanently changed for the better." 6 3

A better system of economical exchanges would be achieved

through cooperation. Through direct exchanges, the worker

held a different interest in his labors; he saw and under-

64stood capitalism from first-hand experience. Also, more

direct contact between producers and consumers increased

the purchasing power of wages. The cash system of coopera-

tives sought "to make every dollar of its members secure a

63 Byrnes, p. 5.

6 4 1bi.d., p. 3; Cowling, p. 91; Algers, Lester and Allen,
p. 11; National Labor Tribune, 11 Apr. 1874; Proceedings of
the Third Session, State Council of Connecticut,of'the
Order of Sovereigns of Industr, New Britain, Coniectt,
December 1874 Cn.p. n.d.).
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larger equivalent than [would be] possible in the hands of

the isolated purchaser." 6 5  Its purpose was "money saving,

not to accumulate more."66 6

Cooperation was not mere theory. It worked well, but

gradually and progressively. The Sovereigns were prepared

to wait, for cooperation never promised revolution, at least

not in the classical sense. Their right to revolution was

rather subdued, but they most assuredly asserted their right

to modify existing conditions. The Sovereigns, careful not

to perpetuate existing antagonisms and sensitive to the

idea of progress, held that the "progressive application"

of the principles of cooperative work provided the essential,

the necessary social and economic readjustment and guaranteed

67the "rational development"O6f a common humanity.

It cannot be said of the Sovereigns that theirs was

an ephemeral stab at cooperation. They loathed the care-

less and reckless tactics of so-called cooperators who did

not comprehend the theory and philosophy and diligence of

the true Rochdale system:

Many people, and likely most, think of this wonderful
plan [Rochdale] as something that a half-dozen Englishmen

6oSovereinsof_ Industry, No. 4.

66 Sovereigns of Industry, Plan for Co-operative
Stores, p. 11.

6 7 Algers, Lester and Allen, p. 11.
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concocted in a night, over their pots of ale, instead
of regarding it as the work of the hardest experience
against ignorance of the methods of trade, suspicion
and distrust on the part of the working classes, aid
many mistakes and failures by those who had the work
in hand. They don't regard it as it really is, viz.,
the result of thirty-four years of practical experi-
ment, actually whipped into the working classes of
Great Britain, by the severest discipline of losses,
crosses, betrayals and disappointments.6 8

No criticism was spared those whose ignorance of the system

would surely bring its demise. Many joined cooperatives

without ever attending the councils or paying dues, only

anticipating instant pecuniary benefits.69 This was not

Rochdale; it was selfishness. Cooperation could not work on

the selfish plan, except for selfish purposes, and
the moment this selfish principle gains the ascendency
in our Order, and assumes the lead, that moment all
true friends of this co-operative movement will
recognize the elements of disintegration and destruc-
tion that will surely work its ruin, and the world will 70
see the beginning of the end of this much needed reform.

Unprincipled selfAiinterest was the very thing that had

created an inequitable, unjust society. Rochdale cooperation

was not even remotely synonymic with self-interest. Such

ignorance proved a constant frustration for the Sovereigns.

It is a temptation to unprincipled persons to gain
admission to the Order, for no other than selfish
purposes. Any person who seeks for advantages, not

6 8 Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, May 1876.

6 9 Ibid., Aug. 1875.

70Ibid., Apr. 1876.
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shared by every other brother and sister has broken
the most solemn obligations and has no right to a
membershiin any Council of the Sovereigns of
Industry.7

Colorful and dramatic prose is one commodity not likely

to be found lacking in most any document of the nineteenth

century. And so it is with a good deal of the Sovereigns'

literature. There remains, however, sufficient evidence to

indicate that the Sovereigns were equally adept at sophisti-

cated organization and planning.

As discussed earlier, cooperation was, for the Sovereigns,

not an incidental side scheme, an added attraction; it was

the root and core, raison d'etre of the Order. Step for step,

the Sovereigns copied the Rochdale model of cooperation. The

Sovereigns did not evade the "growth of bitter but wholesome

manly experience" but instead determined to instill in Am-

erican labor what Rochdale cooperation had in the British

working class. The Sovereigns'optimism must be appreciated;

cooperation worked in England--through understanding and

faithful emulation it would work in America.7 2

The Sovereigns' detailed and orderly emulation of the

Rochdale system was extraordinary. The Rules and Forms of

the Sovereigns' Co-operative Association is but one example.

Under the provisions for formation and management of stores

71. Sovereigns of Industry, Plan for Cooperative Stores,
p. 3.

72 Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, May 1876.
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there were twenty-nine points to be observed; none of which

smacked of naivete or irresponsibility. In fact, the points

demonstrate sound, rational business methods.

Perhaps one of the more interesting requirements was

that an association, regardless of the number of shareholders,

could manage safely,

Provided, firstly, that the shareholders are made up
of persons who are in the receipt of regular wages or
income, which will enable them to buy regularly at
the store,.and pay cash as they buy; and secondly,
that all expenses as to rent, fixtures, attendance
and management are always adjusted to the known amount
of the reliable membership trade . . . . As many
attempts at Co-operation have failed from disregard
of this rule as, perhaps, from all other causes.7 3

Though this provision was bolstered by English recommenda-

tions, it was, more importantly, the result of a hard-learned

American experience. Even though the Grange had been in-

volved in various cooperative attempts since 1868, the

Sovereigns (many-of whom were former Grangers) benefited

from the failures endured by the granges. Discounted prices,

non dues-paying members, and especially the Purchasing Agents

were all partially attributable to Grange hardships. Partic-

ularlaversion, however, was reserved for the P~irchasing Agent.

The Granges had not always made a wise selection of an agent

and it was this error that the Sovereigns were determined

not to repeat. Article 8 of the Plan For Co-operative Stores

73 Orvis, p. 4.
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expressly warned against any commission or percentage for

anyone involved in the transactions of a cooperative

association.

There was, however, a practical, efficient way of

dispensing with the questionable creature, the Purchasing

Agent; a State Board of Trade. This State Board of Trade

was to be situated in the chief commercial city of the state.

Here there would be an exchange room for receiving sample

goods which would allpwrfor displays and sales of importers,

wholesale merchants or manufacturers. All local associations

and state councils would centralize their trade through the

Exchange of the State Board of Trade. The design of the

State Board of Trade was further augmented by an additional

feature which, in part, could have been a turn on the yet

unborn Sub-Treasury plan. A warehouse adjoining the sample

room, or Exchange, would house goods, stored at the owner's

risk, which would be paid for when sold.7 5

The State Board of Trade was advocated for reasons

other than simply alleviating the problems posed by a

Purchasing Agent. It was a further manifestation of the

quest for organization and efficiency. The Sovereigns argued:

74 Chamberlin, pp. 142, 151; Industrial Age, 10 Jan. 1874
and 16 Jan. 1875; Cowling, p. 87; George McNeill, The Labor
Movement: The Problem of Today . . . (Boston: A. M. Bridg-
man & Co., 1887,7pp. 514-15; Sovereigns of Industry, Plan
For Co-operative Stores, p. 3; Orvis, p. 40.

75 Orvis, pp. 40-41.
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Just as the Cotton Exchange, the Corn Exchange, the
Merchants' Exchange, the Bankers' Exchange, the Brokers'
Board, the Boards of Manufacture and Transportation,
the Co-operative Association must also have its Board
of Trade.7 6

Many Sovereigns considered it a "mocking weakness" that

they did not operate a federative organization.77 "The

order cannot maintain its standing, much less grow, until

there is a consolidation and confederation of the different

orders of councils, and of cooperative associations."7 8

And, of course, they cited the British success in their

federative organization concluding that such skill in

organization commanded respect in England whereas American

associations "only excite contempt for their weaknesses." 79

They felt, too, that the economy of a centralized, unitary

system over the sporadic, fragmented system of separate

stores would guarantee success. The latter course was

certain to fail, as it had repeatedly in American ventures.

Over-extension and ill-prepared independent business methods

had already discouraged the positive aspect of cooperation.80

The Sovereigns' complete devotion to Rochdale cooperation

was by far more outstanding than any other labor efforts of

76Ibid., p. 42.

77Ibid.

78 Ibid., p. 39.

7 9 Ibid., p. 42.

80 Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, May 1876; Proc. 3d
Sess. State Councilof Conn. Sovereigns of Industry, 1874.
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the nineteenth century. Perhaps the strongest argument

for their sophistication and understanding of the methods

was the State Board of Trade. This, in essence, was to be

the American equivalent of the English Cooperative Wholesale

Society. The Sovereigns knew it was absolutely essential

that there be a central governing agency for cooperatives,

if cooperation were to succeed. In fact, the New England

Wholesale Co-operative.Company, situated in Boston, was to

serve as the central governing agency for New England co-

operatives. As the order grew, such agencies were to be

established for the middle and southern states.8 1

It is this sophistication that separates the Sovereigns

of Industry from the remainder of the labor reform organiza-

tions of the period in the American cooperative experience.

Given the meticulous and diligent planning, the thorough

grasp of the Rochdale philosophy, why, then, were the Sov-

ereigns unable to achieve any noticeable successes? Perhaps

a partial answer can be found in the tie between the Sov-

ereigns and the Grange.

Regardless of what present-day historians have concluded,

there was, in actuality, a very strong relationship between

the two organizations. Evidence supporting this fact provides

a greater understanding of the Sovereigns' extreme optimism,

and makes their defeat appear less timely.

8 1 Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, Apr. 1876 and
Feb.-March 1878.
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When the Sovereigns formed their organization inde-

pendent of the Grange, it is not entirely possible to prove

or disprove any animosity which might have been fostered

by this break. If any inference is possible, likely it

would be that there was no such animosity, but rather, a

heightened sense of activity and involvement aimed at the

newly discovered possibility of a thorough social and

economic reform. If anything, the breakaway Sovereigns

served to demonstrate that labor, too, was a viable produc-

ing class. Even though the Sovereigns were forced to

organize independent of agriculture they remained convinced

that labor and agriculture were both the producers of wealth

and that unity of purpose and action would produce an extra-

ordinary possibility for reform.

In 1874, the sixyear-old Grange had not yet clearly

defined itself nationally. When the Sovereigns formed,

there was a fair amount of fraternity among Grangers and

Sovereigns, mainly because many Grangers were also members

of a Sovereigns council, or better yet, deputies in the

Sovereigns organization. This is the point at which, in

most studies, the Sovereigns become merely an "attempt."

It must be remembered, however, that it was not until 1875

that the National Grange adopted economic cooperation, whereas

the Sovereigns' initial organization was founded upon Rochdale

cooperation. The year 1874-75 was not necessarily one of

divided loyalties for some Grangers, but there developed
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genuine feelings of oneness in purpose .and the Rochdale

spark appeared to have kindled a common sympathy.

If the Sovereigns were optimistic about a new world

order they had ample reason. No doubt the gargantuan

efforts of Phillips, Samuel, and Earle played a significant

role in aligning Grange and Sovereigns sympathies, but there

were also other equally significant factors at work. Despite

the reticence among some of the National Grange leadership

toward Orvis t initial overture, some, nevertheless, found

themselves among Sovereigns' ranks. For example, there was

T. A. Thompson, Washington, D. C. Lecturer of the National

Grange, who was also a Sovereign. His affiliation appears

to have begun at least as early as 12 February 1874, when it

was reported that he was present at the meeting of the

St. Louis Council, No. 1.82 And again, at the end of the

year Thompson addressed the 8 December 1874, meeting of the

"oneness of the purpose of both organizations," he also

relayed the "hearty sympathy of William Saunders and

0. H. Kelley.8 3  An additional meeting of the St. Louis

Council, No. 1, was scheduled for Friday, 13 February 1874,

82
Ibid., Feb. 1875; St. Louis Daily Democrat, 12 Feb.

1874; St. Louis Daily Globe, 12 Feb. 1874. Both clippings
from tWie St. Louis papers are contained in a scrapbook in
the Miscellaneous Publications of the Sovereigns of Industry,
Wisconsin State Historical Society.

8 3 Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, Jan. 1875.
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at which time General Deputy Curtis of the National Grange

would speak. 8 4

J. H. Osborn, of Oshkosh, marshalled his dual energies

as Chief Agent of the Wisconsin Grange and Special Deputy

of the Sovereigns of Wisconsin. Earle granted him the

27 March, certificate with full authority to organize sub-

85
ordinate councils for the Order. There are indications

that Osborn took his additional role seriously because in

October of 1875 he addressed the Sovereigns offering con-

tinued support:

The two orders are distinct and separate., yet our
State Executive Committee will always be ready and
willing to meet the Sovereigns of Industry at any
time and for any purpose whereby advantage may be
gained that will be mutually beneficial. Our cause
is one, our efforts should be directed to the same end,
and the union of heart and hand should be perfect.86

It should also be noted that the copy of Orvis' Plan for the

Organization and Management of Co-operative Stores and Boards

of Trade found in the Miscellaneous Publications of the

Sovereigns of Industry, was a copy belonging to Osborn and

apparently the manual had been read carefully; there are

more than a few marginal notations. Perhaps this copy was

_St.Louis Daiy Democrat, 12 Feb. 1875.

8 5 Certificate contained in the Joseph H. Osborn
Papers for 1873-1877, Wisconsin State Historical Society.

86 Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, Oct. 1875.
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one sent to Osborn by J. C. Abbott, Secretary of the National.

Council, at Worcester, Massachusetts. Osborn sent Abbott

circulars of a speech advocating business cooperative soci-

eties among Grangers. Abbott was pleased to hear of the

Grange attempts but felt he could offer some advice, and sent

Osborn a copy of the Constitution and several circularsi.87

There were other prominent Grangers who took more than

a token interest in the Sovereigns. For example, 0. H. Kelley's

"hearty sympathy" appears to have placed him among the member-

88ship of the National Council in 1874. Undoubtedly, there

were other rank and file Grangers who, at least for a time,

also shared the enthusiasm and dreams of the potential power

inherent in their common sympathies.

Thomas D. Worrall, who was Managing Director of the

Mississippi Valley Trading Company, wrote the Sovereigns

regarding cooperative benefits which could be derived from

a working relationship:

There are many domestic manufactures which you could
produce and we could sell. We shall need a vast quan-
tity, and other things being equal, we shall purchase
from you in preference to anyone else. The English

J. C. Abbott to J. H. Osborn, 23 Feb. 1874, Osborn
Papers., 1873-1877.

88 Membership list of the National Council bound in
Constitution Of The Order of Sovereigns Of Industry Revised
And Adopted At A SpeciaI Session Of The National Council,
1eTd at Sp.i7iffeldMA , Th,6tand 7th, 1874
(Worcester: E. R. Fiske & Co, 18747, p. 4.
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Company do not expect to supply goods that can be
manufactured cheaper in this country. English goods
that do sell here, they of course will send. We can
send you from the South and West all the provisions
you require.8 9

The point being, of course, that such a scheme was feasible,

in a broad sense, at any rate. This is precisely the kind

of new order at which the Sovereigns aimed. The "Patrons

would supply the Sovereigns with produce, receiving manu-

factured goods in return, and thus the necessity of middle-

men be removed."9 0  This was, in fact, realized on several

occasions. In Vermont the Grangers and Sovereigns united to

maintain a store and the State Agent of the Grange allowed

the Sovereigns the same benefits as Grangers.9 One can

only infer the excitement of other similar measures; "Not

less than 10,000 barrels of flour are shipped direct, from

the flour mills of Patrons of Husbandry and others, monthly

to these New England Councils."92 Granted, these arrange-

ments were probably more an isolated experience than anything

widespread among the two organizations, however, the implica-

tions stretched far beyond this beginning stage.

8 9 Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, Oct. 1875.

90 St. Louis Republican, 24 Feb. 1874. Clipping contained
in scrapbCook, miscellaneous Publications of the Sovereigns
of Industry, Wisconsin State Historical Society.

91 Chamberlin, p. 151.

9 2 Sovereigns of Industry Bulletin, Feb. 1875.
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It seemed as though a union with the Grange would mark

the fait accompli for cooperation. This union was, however,

to be one more of spirit than an actual merger. For the

Sovereigns there appeared slight preoccupation with estab-

lishing an independent ideology. In essence, that would

have negated the theory and purpose of cooperation. The

hope was to

dispense with, put away, and utterly remove all un-
necessary obstructions to fraternal and direct exchange
of the products of industry with the actual consumer,
and take from the farmer his food, and give in exchange,
at the least possible cost, what he needs from them.9 3

Had there been an ideological framework for the Sovereigns,

it would have been one of pure utilitarianism. A successful

alliance with the Grange would have effected the sublime

expression of a cooperative commonwealth which the Sovereigns

truly believed possible. They knew that their principles

met the sympathy of the Grange, and that there actually was

a common purpose. "With the union of these two organizations,

devoted to this common end--that of retaining the possession

and control of the wealth produced by their own labor--there

is no question that a new future is opening for the industry

94of the country." William Earle was no less optimistic in

R3 Chicago Tribune, [23?] Feb. 1874. Clipping contained
in scrapbook, Miscellaneous Publications of the Sovereigns
of Industry, Wisconsin State Historical Society.

St. Louis Daily Globe, 10 Feb. 1874.
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his pleas. "If we can complement the Order of the Patrons

of Husbandry with the Sovereigns of Industry, to include all

the different ranks and phases of industrial enterprise, we

have only to ask and it shall be granted."95 The hopes for

such a union were not the frantic die-hard dregs of a failing

organization; it began in earnest one month after the found-

ing. It was not the idle dream of a cranky producing class.

Perhaps this accounts for the genuine involvement of a number

of Grangers. The summer of 1875 saw a joint meeting of the

Grange and the Sovereigns. John Shedden reported the con-

clusion of the five states represented; "the interest of

the agriculturist and the mechanic are one" and fraternal

deliberations would continue "Until they were made practically

so." Perhaps Shedden's faith in the new order imbued him

with an infinite patience, for hindsight tempers this state-

ment with an element of the tragic.

The Sovereigns actually comprehended a world free of

the middleman. There is little doubt that this accounted

for the Sovereigns' zealous overtures toward the farmer. A

liason of the Sovereigns of Industry and the Grange would

obviously result in a cooperative enterprise between the

raw -Material and the finished product, hence dramatically

95
Ibid., 13 Feb. 1874.

9 6 Shedden, Address, p. 6.
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restructuring the economic system as well as American

society. This liason was the key to the new order and

only the Sovereigns were persuaded of the significance.

Apparently some of the Grange membership sensed the promise

involved, and yet there is no evidence as to any fulfillment.

Was it perhaps because the National Grange leadership could

not conceive of a producing class outside agriculture? Of

what significance was the reaction of the Southern Grange

to a cooperative union with northern, predominantly immigrant,

labor? The fact that the Sovereigns held so religiously

to Rochdale cooperation might possibly have been a deterrent

to the American farmer. The condition of the farmer outlined

the difficulty of withstanding any elaborate, long-range

reform. But the question remains, was the farmer's plight

any worse than that of the laborer?

The frustration of dashed hopes and wearied energies

did not completely still the spirit. The Sovereigns deter-

mined they could not

silently see the Rochdale movement, blessed and to be
forever blessed by man, libelled by making it father
a spurious horde, which has not a single feature of
kinship with its claimed paternity. The co-operative,
or Rochdale system, is a whole, a completeness, and
when spoken of, means a whole or complete thing, and
not a piece of discordant patch-work,. it is a book of
life. An organized record of the toils, struggles
and successes of humble, deserving lovers of justice
and fair play; and it shall not be travestied with
impunity. Competitive, anarchical, selfish trade has
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failed, was always a failure and will ever be a
failure. True co-operation has never failed--cannot
fail. 97,

But Rochdale did fail in America. The very nature of

"Rochdalism" could not withstand the force and mentality of

aggressive capitalism and could not convert those who ap-

peared to suffer most as a result of it. The Sovereigns'

inability to reshape the course of history cannot, in

fairness, provide any indication of their actual influence.

For some, the influence seemed to contain the promise of

permanence.

Considering the steady increase and magnitude of the
business transactions involved, as well as the wide
extent to which a knowledge and practice of the system
has extended, it is safe to affirm that the Co-operative
Movement is not, as it were, a mere momentary expression
of discontent on the part of the producing classes with
the present method of conducting trade and industry,
which may soon be forgotten, but rather a new disposi-
tion of one of the contending forces that is to exercise
a permanent influence in the contest between Labor and
Capital.98

The aim of Rochdale was an ethical economic system as well

as an ethical social system. Marxists and social scientists

call this Utopianism, although in the nineteenth century it

was simply a belief in progress. The proper application of

cooperative principles would make "better citizens--truer men--

active, essential, and safe elements in the life of the State."

Solve reigns of Industry Bulletin, May 1876.

98 Chamberlin, p. 68.
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Cooperation was reformatory and progressive; it guaranteed

the rational development of a common humanity.

Through Rochdale cooperative principles the Sovereigns

developed and represented a coherent definition of humani-

tarian reform in the nineteenth century. The idea of

self-help through mutual help was, in its own singular

nature, a manifestation of a belief in progress. This

particular concept of self-h6lp and the faith in progress

found natural expression within the framework of Christian

principles which the Sovereigns believed inherent in

Rochdale cooperation. Thus, for the Sovereigns, the co-

operative movement became the very conscience of the

nineteenth century.

9 9Algers, Lester and Allen, p. 11.



CHAPTER IV

THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT: PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY

The chief hazards facing any reform movement are those

of direction and leadership; these hazards led to the demise

of several nineteenth century efforts. Local reform attempts

tended to fare somewhat better than those organized at na-

tional levels, primarily because of regional identity. The

dynamic leadership and singleness of purpose the Sovereigns

of Industry experienced proved somewhat unusual in nineteenth

century reform organizations. The founding philosophy was

predicated on unity and combination, so quite naturally the

leadership assumed an exacting guidance of local councils.

Any failure appeared to occur in spite of strong leadership.

Considering their strong national guidance, one may assume

this to be the reason the Sovereigns should have succeeded.

There were, however, organizations which were never

to experience any such direction and leadership. The

National Grange fell victim to this misadventure. This

probably would not be the case had the Grange not appeared

at the time it did. The late 1860s was not the time at

which the American farmer hoped to find a comfortable social

organization to help take his mind off his problems. This

was especially true of the tenant farmer of the 1870s. Once

87
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the meeting adjourned there always remained the poverty and

the furnish merchant. Oliver L. Kelley's early dream of an

order of noble husbandmen was indeed a laudable vision and

it undoubtedly stirred the minds of all, but, quite simply,

it served as bait to an ever increasing number of desperate

farmers who sought any alternative to their present condi-

tion. The nature of this condition was, more likely than

not, economic. So, very early in its development, Grange

leaders were faced with conflicts which would plague the

entire history of the organization. What form should the

Grange assume? If the organization purported to be an

organization of farmers for farmers, should it not attempt

to meet their needs? If their needs are economic, should

the Grange implement and guide a program of economic reform

designed for these needs? Most states embarked on their

individual discoveries of economic alternatives and, in a

sense, abandoned the Grange in order to seek their own

solutions.

The evolution of agricultural awareness was nearing

maturity as early as 1875, and it was not until this year

that the National Grange officially recommended Rochdale

cooperation as the method most likely to correct the eco-

nomic abuses of the farmer. By this time, most states had

already attempted a series of unsystematized, unsuccessful

business ventures. From its founding in 1868 until the 1875

Rochdale recommendation, the National Grange provided no
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guidance to state Granges and the consequences were mani-

fested most acutely in the state Granges themselves. The

Texas State Grange was perhaps one of the greatest fatal-

ities resulting from this lack of national direction. A

child of the State Grange, the Texas Cooperative Association

was to be the farmers' refuge and salvation in Rochdale

cooperation. Its size and undertaking pronounced the wonder

of nineteenth century economic reform, and echoed the in-

evitable failure it would endure. The T. C. A. was a

product of the State Grange as the State Grange likewise

was a product of the National Grange, each perpetuating

the initial weak link in organization and paralleling the

division in leadership. Generally, the successes and

failures of the Texas Cooperative Association are reflec-

tions of the entire Grange experience; particularly, they

are reflections solely of the Texas frontier and the state

leadership itself.

Oliver Kelley's early idea of a national organization

of farmers was never conceived of as a tinderbox. Likewise,

the Department of Agriculture, to which Kelley looked for

founding support, perceived the idea a harmless one, indeed

of great social and moral elevation. However, as Kelley

traveled and canvassed the nation's backwoods and prairies

he soon discovered the aggressive and restless element of

the American "yeoman." It was evident that the farmer re-

quired more than fraternity; he demanded a decent standard
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of existence. This was actually quite a bit more than the

national founders anticipated, and it proved to be the

wedge that very early divided the leadership and heightened

the frustrations of an increasingly disparate element of

society. The result of this "conflict of interests" was

that seven years passed before the National Grange produced

a "Declaration of Purposes."i

Kelley's exposure to the deprivations suffered by most

rural farmers convinced him that an organization such as the

Grange would be looked to primarily for its economic benefits.

The farmers' main concerns were such things as monopolies,

fraud, and middlemen, and as early as 1869 they proposed to

take matters into their own hands. 2 Kelley sensed the prob-

able lack. of enthusiasm among his associates in the National

Grange, but knew that in order to popularize the organiza-

tion some support must be given to economic measures.3 The

manner of rhetoric was even a contentious issue, at least

between Kelley and colleague William Saunders. Kelley recom-

mended that a new circular contain some musing of the protection

1John S. Spratt, The Road to Spindletop. Economic
Change in. Texas, 1875-1901'(Austin: University of Texas
Press, Texas History Paperback, 1970), p. 152.

2 Oliver H. Kelley, Origin and Progress of the Order of
the Patrons of Husbandry in the United States; a History From
1866 to 18737(Philadelphia: J. A. Wagenseller, Pub., 1875),
pp. 186-87.

3Ibid., pp. 79, 95.
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cooperation offered against frauds and combinations, "but

Bro. Saunders would not favor it."4 Saunders' own feelings

relative to the National Grange's involvement in coopera-

tion were quite definite. "It is no part of the work of the

National Grange to do any kind of business; and to advertise

any firms, even at their own expense, it is out of all rea-

son."5 Kelley appears to have given the go-ahead to the

venture to which Saunders referred.6 Saunders was not alone

in his disapproval of Grange participation in cooperative

undertakings; there were others equally disparaging.7 At

the 1872 annual session, Kelley outlined fairly accurately

the posture the National Grange might assume. He realized

some people joined the Grange for the social and educational

features, but that the majority sought the pecuniary advan-

tages derived from combination. "To bring all the Granges

into direct communication, and devise a system of co-operation,

devolves upon the National Grange." It was clear, even as

4Ibid., p. 79.

5Ibid., p. 303.

6Ibid., pp. 186-87.

7Ibid., p. 170.

8William D. Barns, "Oliver Hudson Kelley and the Genesis
of the Grange: A Reappraisal," Agricultural History 41
(July 1967): 242.
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early as 1872, what the farmers' needs were, and if they

were to survive as a class the Grange must exercise a

centralization of effort and leadership.

The 1875 Rochdale recommendation in no way signaled

the advent of positive leadership or effective centraliza-

tion of agricultural interests. By this time there had

already developed a substantial distrust among Grangers

toward the National Grange treasury, which was quite ample.

Newspapers helped engender feelings of mistrust, beliefs

that funds were probably misappropriated. Grangers gen-

erally sought a reduction of dues and some form of

distribution of the treasury surplus.9 The National Grange,

in response to this agitation, returned to the State Granges

$2.50 for each subordinate Grange in good standing.10 One

cannot but wonder if perhaps this substantial surplus could

not have been used toward some national cooperative effort.

The funds, disposed in this manner, further perpetuated

Grange disunity by encouraging a mass of singular and ir-

regular cooperative systems. Also, such a move undoubtedly

added greatly to the further fragmentation of a class unity,

or at least a reform consciousness.

9 Solon J. Buck, The Granger Movement. A Study of the
Agricultural Organization and its Political, Economic, and
Social Manifestations, 1870-1880 (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1913), pp. 68, 275.

10 Ibid., p. 258; Carl C. Taylor, The Farmers' Movement
1620-1920 (New York: American Book Co,.-j 1953), p. 157.
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The chief- factor underlying the inefficiency of the

National Grange was its total inability to comprehend

regional problems and, quite logically, the consequent in-

ability to initiate a mutual sympathy among the membership.

The state Granges, quite naturally addressed their problems

to the National Grange in anticipation of a solution, or at

least some guidance or support. The National Grange's

reaction to subjects dealing with currency expansion or

the abolition of protective duties was often evasive and

usually negative. Th.e Grange considered such issues

political in nature and therefore inappropriate for Grange

action. By 1877, however, the Grange did address the

silver issue.1 1

The national leadership's inability to respond to

regional problems pushed the regions themselves further

apart. One region of the country defining its problems

would often find not sympathy but opposition among several

states of another region.12 The various states tended to

operate their Granges and cooperatives strictly as their

regional needs necessitated. All were equally diverse in

11 Buck, pp. 109, 114.

12 Ibid., pp. 115-16. A specific example of this in-
volved a request of the Texas State Grange presented to
the 1875 annual meeting of the National Grange. Texas
wanted some influence on Congress for the abolition of
protective duties. The first setback was that the committee
to which it was referred refused the request because of its
political nature. When the issue was again raised the dele-
gates from Ohio, Michigan and Missouri opposed it.
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expectation, and devoid of a common sympathy.1 3  Each

segment of the national farming community looked upon

itself as separate, thus any influence the Grange could

ever hope to bear on legislation was virtually ineffective.

Although the Grange was not founded for political or

economic reasons, there was slight hope of sustaining member-

ship if it did not make some effort in these activities.1 4

This is quite probably the reasons the National Grange en-

dorsed Rochdale cooperation in 1875. As if to compensate

for lost time, the National Grange offered too much, too

fast, too late. No comprehensive plan was issued with the

recommendation, but at the annual session in 1876 the National

Grange presented an impossible scheme to include local

stores, state and interstate associations, and over all this

was to rest the American division of the Anglo-American

Cooperative Company.1 This would approximate condescension

had it not been an earnest effort. Many Grangers had been

engaged in cooperative ventures for some time and their

failure, confusion, and disgust had not prepared them for

so large an undertaking. This is, of course, not to imply

13 Ibid., pp. 117, 263-64; Industrial Age, 3 Jan. and
6 Jan. 1873; 16 May 1874; Thomas Wilcock to J. H. Osborn,
21 June 1875, Osborn Papers.

14 Taylor, p. 149.

15 Buck, pp. 259-60; Edwin M. Chamberlin, The Sovereigns
of Industry (Boston: Lee and Shepard, Pub., 1875), p. 137.
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that the scheme did not meet enthusiasm. But for some, even

the 1875 recommendation was anti-climactic.1 6

The outgrowth of unfulfilled expectations, frustration,

and impatience was state attempts at action on their own.

But again, a good deal of this independence was fostered

by the National Grange, or at least Oliver Kelley. This

occurred as early as 1869, when Minnesota determined to

undertake cooperation with or without the permission of

the National Grange. Kelley gonseented, but with the proviso

that if they failed it was no responsibility of the National

17.Grange. "KThe matter of State Agents never met the approval

of the National Grange but many felt it a local affair. As

Kelley recorded, " . . . if they can't do as they please,

and thus protect themselves against being swindled by the

middlemen, they will withdraw from the organization in a

body, and run it on their own hook." 1 8  State or regional

independence was blatant even at the 1876 Annual Session

in Chicago. Managers of Northwestern cooperative stores

met concommitant with the National Grange. Approximately

twenty stores from Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,

Tennessee, Arkansas and New York sent representiatives.

16 Buck, p. 261.

1 7 Barnes, p. 242.

18 Ibid., p. 258; Kelley, p. 183.
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The managers of these represented stores made plans to

establish the "Northwestern Cooperative Association."

The Chicago-based wholesale house was to serve local

stores.19 This was, of course, a move toward regional

consolidation attempted at a meeting of the National

Grange, and after the 1875 Rochdale recommendation.

Kelley, at least in these early years, is a most

peculiar figure. His early travels placed him very near

the pulse of the nation's farmers and undoubtedly afforded

him insights that were, for all practical purposes, alien

to the other national leaders. He appears to have been

realistic in his grasp of the situation. "You must get

into the farmers' pockets to reach their hearts, and a

lively palpitation there invigorates their minds."20 In

this same argument Kelley foretold the later farmers'

movement and admonished the Grange to lead in the strug-

gle.21 It is not entirely clear whether or not Kelley

perceived of the growing unrest in terms of a mass movement

or class struggle, but he did want the Grange to be an

organization that would "aid and protect the farmers as a

clas. ~22class."22Evidence also indicates that as early as 1866

19 Buck, p. 263.

20 Barns, p. 242. Quoting Kelley.

21 Barns, pp. 241-42.

22Kelley, p. 110.
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Kelley considered an agricultural coalition against eastern

business establishments.23 A few isolated occasions do not,

however, place Oliver Kelley in the forefront of radical

reform.

Kelley wanted very badly to see the Grange succeed.

His early efforts appear extraordinary and, if he is to be

believed, they were also solitary efforts.24 No one saw

and heard, to the extent Kelley did, the farmers' problems,

their hopes and failures. He had begun to emphasize the

economic advantages of the Grange as early as 1871, and

permitted lecturers to do likewise. 25 Obviously, the seeds

of discontent were everywhere, but this implies that Kelley

initiated a bit of artificial germination. It was quite

detrimental for Kelley to point up the economic possibilities

involved in Grange organization because there was little, if

any, enthusiasm among the national leadership and certainly

no preparedness. How did Kelley propose to handle or direct

the flood of activity?

Kelley's isolated confrontation with farmers, coupled

with his intense desire for Grange success must have pre-

sented ample chance for manipulation. The most constant

appeal was for direction in cooperative undertakings. When

Granges threatened to "run things on their own hook" Kelley

23 Barns, p. 240.

24 Kelley, pp. 103, 112.

25 Robert A. Calvert, "The Southern Grange: The Farmers'
Search for Self-Identity," (Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Texas, 1968), pp. 220-21.
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was prompted into agile arbitration. "To quiet them, I

have told them to go ahead, that the National Grange con-

siders it a local affair of their own, and not sanctioned

by the Order at large." 26

As mentioned, the National Grange never approved of

State Agents and one would assume that Kelley was aware

of this fact. The extent to which he disregarded the

National Grange merits full quotation:

If they go ahead as they propose, it will have a
tendency to break up the combinations between manu-
factures and dealers, and bring the retail trade down
upon us. This will wake up the farmers, and as soon
as a lively fight commences, our membership will in-
crease rapidly. This will augment the fees in National
and State Granges, and give us capital without jeop-
ardizing the Order. The agent will send circulars to
every manufacturer of agricultural implements, and
thus give us lively advertisements in all quarters.
If it proves a success, well and good; if a failure,
we can say it was a local matter not sanctioned by
the National Grange. If it proves a good thing, then,
(if we like) we can pass some law hitching the system
on the Order. But I candidly believe it will be
successful only by being conducted by an agent inde-
pendent of the State Grange.2 7

Kelley saw first-hand the farmers' financial plight, and

yet this scenario clearly implies that he exploited the

economic factor and the farmer for the purpose of advertis-

ing the Grange. And, if one chose to catalogue potential

victims., the National Grange might be numbered among them.

26 Kelley, p. 183.

27 Ibid., pp. 186-87.
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Kelley's independent tactics to advertise the Grange

quite probably acted at cross-purposes with the national

leadership. If by taunting local farmers with economic ad-

vantages he intended to goad the National Grange into some

action, it did not come soon enough. If this were Kelley's

intention, there is a shade of irony in the result. The

National Grange was not prepared practically or ideologically

to direct farmers in a scheme of economic cooperation. By

the time the National Grange officially prescribed Rochdale

the states had already severed any genuine allegiance they

might have had by taking regional economic problems into

their own hands. The early economic agitation, failing to

provoke national guidance, served to strengthen state Granges

and reinforced regional identity, thus rendering the National

Grange virtually impotent. By 1875, state leaders had

gained ascendency. This could have proved quite effective,

but in essence it served only to further disentegrate an

already waning organization.28

Texas provides an engrossing example of a powerful

state organization, but one, too, whose fate uncannily

paralleled that of the National Grange. As with most other

states, Texas farmers rallied to the Grange cause in hope of

28Ellis Cowling, Co-operatives in America: Their Past,
Present and Future (Rev. ed. New York: Coward-McCann, Inc.,
1943), p. 87.
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some economic salvation. W. W. Lang, the first Worthy

Master of the State Grange, did not quite satisfy the

farmers' expectations. When the National Grange proposed

Rochdale cooperation, Lang was adamantly opposed. He

reasoned that the English had spent years perfecting this

system and that it worked primarily because the laborer

was in regular receipt of wages. He doubted its feasibility

in American agriculture because the farmer, unlike the

laborer, must wait until after the harvest for any form

of wages.29 Despite the farmers' lack of sympathy for

Lang's position, it was, nevertheless, a valid argument.

However, Lang followed with an almost non sequiturial

statement:

In this enlightened age of competition, and dub-
division of labor, to which we are indebted for the
rapid and easy exchange of commodities, we will not
have to return to the antediluvian mode of life,
where the producer from the soil was required to
perform all the labors and duties of merchants and
manufacturers. We are farmers, not merchants.3 0

Lang clearly foresaw the difficulty confronting American

farmers attempting cooperation. It is, however, enigmatic

how he concluded that farmers were not merchants. This

implies that he did not understand the basic purpose of

cooperation, and that there was no need for farmers them-

selves to market their own produce. The fact remained that

29 Spratt, p. 169.
30Ibid.
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the farmers' lives were saddled with middlemen and their

entire existence depended on the furnish merchant. Lang

opposed Grange-owned cooperative stores and suggested that

individuals form the stores separate of the order. And

yet Lang attempted some appeasement by recommending a

State Agent.31 It is curious that Lang should make such

a recommendation since this was in opposition to the stand

taken by the National Grange. If inconsistency breeds

confusion and frustration, then Lang's leadership can be

viewed as fostering ideal conditions for insurgency.

The prime mover and, in a fashion, provacateur behind

the cooperative movement in Texas was A. J. Rose of Salado.

Despite Lang's caveat, Rose campaigned actively for Rochdale

cooperation. In 1875, Rose led the combination of the

Salado Grange and six other Bell County area Granges to

form the Salado Cooperative Council. Rose was elected

president.32 He and his fellow organizers were aware that

agencies had not met with actual success but were convinced

31 Ibid.; Proceedings of the Third Annual Session of
the Texas State Grange, 1877, p. 59.

32 "The Origin of Salado Council, P. of H.," an un-
dated manuscript by Rose, Rose Papers, Archives, University
of Texas, as cited in Calvert, p. 232, n. 53; Ralph Adam
Smith, "A. J. Rose, Agrarian Crusader of Texas," (Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Texas, 1938), pp. 134-40.
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of the great need for some sort of scheme and opted for

Rochdale.33

Rose was appointed Worthy Lecturer of the State Grange

in 1875, and the success of the Salado Cooperative Council

added ready fuel for his campaign. The State Grange had

appointed a purchasing agent and a marketing agent, but

matters relating to cooperation were far from efficient.

Rose and his associates were convinced that effective

cooperation required a central agency with a salaried

manager to market products and procure wholesale mer-

chandise for local stores. Rose, distributing the printed

by-laws of the Salado Council, met with enthusiasm and

established stores wherever possible.3 4

Rose's enthusiasm prompted demands for lectures from

all parts of the state. Rose, for some reason, solicited

Lang's guidance in this matter and in early 1876 was told

to continue as he thought best. However, in 1877 Lang

was not so accommodating. Rose had been hard at work

campaigning for a central agency on the Rochdale model,

and Lang attempted one of his few remaining attacks. He

argued a resolution that Rochdale could succeed in England

Smith, "A. J. Rose," p. 146.

34
Ralph A. Smith, "The Cooperative Movement in Texas,

1870-1900,"1 Southwestern Historical Quarterly 44 (July 1940):
36-37; Calvert, pp. 232, 24.
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where there were heavily populated cities but that it

had little chance on the isolated Texas praries. That

same year the State Grange did not reemploy the Galveston

agent, and Rose lost no time taking his cue. Grangers

wanted freedom, not demography lessons. The scope of

Rose's power provided a web of influence. As a member

of the Committee on Agencies, he succeeded in initiating

a report condemning the failure of the agent system and

ordering instead the Rochdale method. He felt the co-

operative councils were solid enough to gamble on establish-

ing a central agency. He requested the councils to elect

delegates to meet concurrently with the next annual session

of the State Grange, January, 1878, at Bryan. This was

basically a repeat of what the Northwest Cooperative Associa-

tion did at the 1876 Annual Session of the National.Grange.

However, it was not until 25 April that Rose was successful

in organizing the first founding meeting.35

At the second organizational meeting on 15 May Rose

was elected secretary. On 20 May 1878,Granges of Bell and

Williamson Counties formed the Texas Cooperative Association,

36
a Grange owned and operated central agency.

35Smith, "A. J. Rose,," pp. 34, 145-46; idem, "Cooperative
Movement," p. 37; Proc. 3d Ann. Sess. T.S.G., 1877, p. 42;
Calvert, p. 249.

36 Smith, - "A. J. Rose," pp. 147-48; idem, "Cooperative

Movement," p. 38; Calvert, p. 250.
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Lang had clearly failed to stem the tide and offered

some defense of his position by contending that he had

been misrepresented by certain Grange papers as being

opposed to cooperative stores. His caution was genuine

because he had seen more fail than not. Actually it made

little difference because Lang resigned in 1880, leaving

Rose to run the T. C. A. and the State Grange.37 Lang,

probably as a farewell gesture, gracefully pressed the

establishment of Rochdale stores wherever practical. "It

is a system eminently practical, and experience has proven

it safe and reliable." 3 8 The proof would lie in A. J. Rose.

The Texas Cooperative Association was certainly reputed

to be extraordinarily profitable and the most successful

of Granger cooperatives.30 Rose assumed that his guide-

lines for cooperative stores, predicated on the Rochdale

model, would ensure the success of the organization. No

store should be chartered with less than $2D0.00 capital.

3 7 Proc. 3d Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1877, p. 33; Ralph A.

Smith, "The Grange Movement in Texas, 1873-1900," South-
western Historical Quarterly 42 (Apr. 1939): 301.

38 Proc. 6th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1880, p. 17.

3 9Buck, p. 265; Daniel R. Randall, "Cooperation in
Maryland and the South," in History of Cooperation in the
the United States, ed. Herbert B. Adams, p. 503; R. Heber

Newton, "Cooperative Distribution," North American Review

137 (Oct. 1883): 336; NcNeill, pp. 514-515.
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Each store should appoint seven directors and a president

would be elected from these. Rose advised that all officers

of any importance should be bonded. Stockholders were

required to give a ninety-day notice prior to withdrawal

of shares. Expulsion was the penalty for clerks or officers

found in violation of the Rochdale method of operation.

The cardinal violation was credit. The cash system was

the basis of the organization; credit was strictly for-

bidden.40

The Texas Cooperative Assofcitation, located at Galveston,

was to serve as a wholesale agency for these stores. Although

the T. C. A. was chartered with an authorized capital of

$10,000 in $5.00 shares, it actually began with $250.00 in

paid stock. No store or individual could own more than

200 shares, nor r-epresent more than one vote in the organiza-

tion. Liability was proportionate to the amount of shares

and one share could constitute membership in the Association.

However, membership in the T. C. A. was restricted to Patrons

of Husbandry only. Yearly profits were handled in several

ways. Paid up stockholders received 10 percent on their

stock with the remainder divided in three ways. First of

all, some profits could be set aside to increase the capital

of the Association. The remaining profits were dispersed

4 0Minutes of the Third Annual Meeting of the Texas
Coope ra tive Associa tion, 1881, pp. 39-40.
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according to patronage. Full shareholders received full

dividends and non-shareholding Patrons received a one-half

dividend. And lastly, the non-Patrons who traded with the

Association realized nothing, but, rather, the dividends

which they would have received were put in an "accumulative

fund" which was divided among stockholders. In this plan,

the non-Patron was in a decidedly disadvantageous position.

J. S. Rogers, who had served as the business manager of the

Salado Cooperative Council, assumed the same position with

the T. C. A. He was to serve at the wholesale house in

Galveston, marketing Patron's cotton and serving as the

central wholesale agent of the local cooperative stores.41

Any view taken of the T. C. A. must be seen through the

man who engineered it and, to a great extent, determined its

fate. When the National Grange endorsed cooperation it

was not presented as a life and death matter determining the

increase of the Grange. For the Texas Grange, A. J. Rose

could see it no other way. It is understandable that Rose

would have considered Lang a foe of Grange success. Rose

could not conceive of cooperation independent from the Grange.

A system of cooperation which linked together the state's

farmers in business concerns was "indispensible to the

4 1By-Laws of the Texas Cooperative Association, Art. IX,

bound in Minutes~of 3d Annual Meeting, Texas Cooperative
Association, 1881,~p. 8; Randall, pp. 5T-a4.
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prosperity, if not the perpetuity of our Order.?? The Com-

mittee on Cooperation was somewhat more exacting. "We are

fully of the opinion that the perpetuity, usefulness and

increase of this great farmers' organization is dependent,

in a great measure, upon successful financial cooperation."4 2

As an anxious parent, Rose warned Patrons that if they did

not adhere to Rochdale cooperation it would be just as detri-

mental to the order as it would be to the T. C. A. He was

convinced that cooperation was the very pulse of the Grange.4 3

In its 1881 statement to the membership, the Committee on

Cooperation served as oracle:

That we recognize in the plan of cooperation as sub-
mitted by the National Grange, a necessity upon which
the work of and in connection with the Order of Patrons
of Husbandry our whole interest depends. We cannot see
by what means co-operation can impair the work of the
Order, because each depends upon the other. In proof,
of this, we refer you to the condition of the order in
localities where cooperative stores are working, and
where they do not exist, see if the social feature is
not improved according to the prosperity of cooperation.
The two are so closely linked together that a severance
at this time would destroy each.44

So, the Texas Cooperative Association marked Rose's concurrent

struggle to build Grange membership through economic appeals

and to oversee the successful operation of a very large business

42Proc. 5th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1879, p. 32; Ibid.

43 Proc. 6th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1880, p. 42; Proc. 7th

Ann. Sess., T. S. G., 1881, pp. 7-8; Smith, "A. J. Rose,"
p. 163.

44 Proc. 7th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1881, p. 18.
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enterprise. For this reason, it is virtually impossible to

appraise the T. C. A. as an isolated, organic event in the

Texas cooperative experience. As Rose wished, the T. C. A.

was a Grange owned and operated concerns Therefore, any

commentary on the T. C. A. must, of necessity, follow from

its original purpose, as Rose saw it, to sustain the Grange.

When the Grange first entered Texas in.1873 it met

enthusiastic farmer support and it continued to flourish

until it peaked in 1876-77. At that time the Grange boasted

of 45,000 members.45 In 1875, when the National Grange

recommended Rochdale, the Texas Grange was not quite two

years old. The National Grange packaged too much too late,

but Texas turned a slightly different version. At its

second annual session in 1875 the Committee on Cooperation,

of which Rose was chairman, recommended the adoption of

Rochdale and instructed the executive committee to draw up

forms of charter and by-laws for business associations. Had

the State Grange been more established, and had the National

Grange issued a systematized plan of cooperation and guide-

lines simultaneous with its recommendation, perhaps Texas'

move would not appear so premature. Lang's opposition has

been noted. Suffice it to say, that Rose was a jump ahead

4 5 Roscoe C. Martin, "The Grange as a Political Factor
in Texas," Southwestern Political and Social Science Quar-
terly 6 (March 1926): 367.
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of the National Grange. No doubt his experience with the

Salado Council confirmed his thoughts on what cooperation

could do for the Grange.46

Rose had ample opportunity to test his economic theories.

In 1877, he discovered that there were over 600 delinquent

members from forty-five counties and an untold number of

granges were completely dormant. It could have been the

result of good timing, but Rose's total commitment to

Rochdale and a central agency coincided with the drastic

decline of the order in 1878. By 1879, the membership had

dropped to 352 in good standing, with only 122 local granges

still in operation. Substantial improvement would not come

until 1881.47

Various setbacks prevented Rogers from immediately

assuming active duty at Galveston. Rose, however, used the

time to further publicize the T. C. A. He lectured Grangers

and prospective members alike on Rochdale, assuring them

there would be no more middlemen between them and the eastern

cotton market if they patronized the T. C. A. He advised

on formation of stores, and issued stock applications for

the Association. Rose was successful on the tours, but he

was dismayed by the lack of understanding of the cooperative

46
Proc. 2d Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1875, pp. 11, 30.

4 7 Proc. 8th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1882, p. 14; Smith,
"A. J. Rose," pp. 40, 47; idem, "Grange Movement," p. 300.
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system and the dearth of leadership ability among rural

people.48

The annual meeting of 1880 was not so momentous as

Rose had hoped. There were not enough members for a quorum,

and very little stock had been sold. Rose was confident that

the next year the membership would prove better, and it did.

By October of the next year, the membership climbed to 8,731.

The Association showed an increase of $12,525. And even

though 1881-1882 was not a prosperous season, the T. C. A.

Handled 9,733 bales of cotton. Rose reported that of the

181 cooperative stores, 81 held stock in the T. C. A.49

Although the Association continued to prosper, there

were very early indications of impending failure. In 1881,

the Committee on System of Bookkeeping reported:

. . . after a very careful consideration of the subject
and a personal consultation with many of the agents,
we have found it to be utterly impracticable to arrange
or recommend any uniform system for all the Cooperative
Associations, owing to the great difference of ideas
and methods of business among the Associations.5 0

48 Smith, "A. J. Rose," p. 39; idem, "Cooperative
Movement," p. 39; Calvert, p. 252.

49Annual Meetin of the Texas Cooperative Association,
1880, p.W;Min. 4tH Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1882, p. 38;
Smith, "Grange Movement," p. 302; idem, "Cooperative
Movement," p. 42.

50 Min. 3d Ann. Mtg. T. C. A. 1881, p. 17.
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Rarely did two stores operate on the same plan. The implica-

tion here is that even by 1881 there was no official uniform

system of operation for the stores. Further still, Rose did

not direct any specific comments to this serious problem.

Differences of ideas and methods were obvious from the

beginning. One of the first hazards Rose acknowledged was

the failure to patronize the Galveston agency. He en-

visioned the Galveston branch as the head of a union of all

the stores. Local stores distributed to individuals as

the wholesale agency distributed to the stores, thus produc-

ing one interest and one uninterrupted chain of action. The

support given the central agency determined the success of

all. Rose could not, however, persuade the farmers. As

early as 1883 one lecturer reported that his district showed

very few of the eighteen associations working with Rogers

and the T. C. A. They could buy cheaper from area wholesale

merchants. This was the case in the north and northwest

region where freight rates were considered the chief drawback.

The lecturer suggested that the Grange petition the T. C. A.

to establish a branch house at Dallas in an attempt to retain

patronage. The Association considered it pure effrontery

for local agents to buy from other merchants and especially

in the city of Galveston. Such actions were humiliating to

the agent and the T. C. A. and put into question its finan-

cial standing. Above all, it disputed the unity of the

organization by focusing on individual stores rather than
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the body as a whole. Rose argued that if the T. C. A. could

not be recognized as an organized body, it was best to dis-

pense with it altogether.5 1

Rose was quite successful in reorganizing the Grange.

The year 1882 saw eighteen new granges and the reorganization

of 125 dormant granges. Undoubtedly, his cooperative appeals

were a key factor in the rejuvenation of so many dormant

granges. The aforementioned differences in ideas and opin-

ions regarding store procedures were quite probably the

consequences of reorganizing the Grange on hope and eco-

nomic appeal.52 The chief differences centered on the use

of credit. Throughout the history of the T. C. A. and the

Grange, Rose fought with monotonous regularity the concept

of credit. There was no metaphorical configuration capable

of describing Rose's vehemence toward credit. Rogers

reported to Rose in 1881 that local stores were demanding

credit. So why did Rose acquiesce? His struggle to rebuild

the Grange had only just begun, and perhaps he felt compelled

to allow a slight use of credit which, as soon as the organiza-

tion was stable, could be promptly abandoned. In the years to

come, Lang's words would haunt A. J. Rose.5 3

51 Proc. 7th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1881, pp. 7-8; Proc.
9th Ann. Sess., T. S. G., p. 32; Min. 7th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A.,
1884, p. 15.

52 Proc. 8th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1882, p. 14.

3Ibid.,pp. 10-11; Calvert, p. 260.
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Despite these early problems, Rose, in 1883, catalogued

jubilantly the overwhelming accomplishments of the Association.

In its five years the T. C. A. claimed to have distributed

to stockholders net profits of $44,585 and $3,362 on paid

stock. In marketing cotton, Rogers was able to secure a

savings of almost half what commission merchants would have

charged, claiming $2F1,750 for the Association. Rose boasted

that the sum saved through the Association totaled $115,697.

With sales of $560,282.16 and the commission from 16,045

bales of cotton, the Texas Cooperative Association earned a

net profit of $20,542.54 Within a very short time, however,

certain factors conspired to dampen the glory.

Though a fleeting occurrence, North Texas Grangers did

receive a branch house at Dallas. The Association, however,

did not establish it outright but, rather, instructed the

area ranges to accumulate enough funds for the maintenance

and operation. The funds were never raised but Rogers,

apparently without consent of the Directors, established the

branch anyway. Ordinarily, such a move might not have proved

so fatal, but it took half the capital of the Galveston branch

to establish this link and by 1884 it proved a move which

the T. C. A. could ill afford.5 5

54Min. 5th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1883, pp. 34-35.

55 Ibid., p. 31; Proc. 6th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., p. 18;
Calvert, p. 256; SmitH7"Cooperative Movement," p. 44.
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The combined forces of the severe drought of 1883-84

and the critical misjudgment involving the Dallas branch

forced the Directors of the T. C. A. to freeze returns on

capital stock and to hold accumulative funds. The freeze

was for a five-year period, and at the end of this time such

funds could be withdrawn by application at the previous

annual meeting.56 There was simply very little working

capital with which to run the agency. And, of course, the

drought quickened the demands for credit, thus further de-

pleting the capital of the Association. The Grange continued

its fight against the "servitude of credit." Rose was

continually perplexed by the farmers' unwillingness to pur-

sue this remedy for their sufferings.57 Farmers would not

face the issue squarely and they were reluctant to change

their business methods. "Their financial condition is such

as to render the investigation of this question unpleasant,

hence the farmers who need it most have not realized the

advantages to be derived from it."58 Coercion nor conde-

scension could halt the bankruptcy of cooperative stores.

56
Calvert, pp. 265-66.

57 Proc. 13th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1887, p. 16; Proc.
14th Ann. Sess. T. S. G.,7T888, p. 9; Ibid., pp. 24-25.

58 Proc., 13th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1887, p. 4.
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Rose was always convinced that whatever ailed the Grange

was directly attributable to a deficiency in the lecture

system. Rose began tinkering with the lecture system as

early as 1877, when he found the subordinate Granges far

amiss of the State Grange. In order to maintain a closely

unified State organization, the worth of a good lecturer

could not be overestimated. On a more detailed occasion,

when Rose and the Committee on Agencies recommended Rochdale

to the State Grange in 1879, they urged that only those

interested in cooperation be recommended for lecturing.

Considering membership gains of 1881-1882, Rose had good

reason to value the lecture system.5 9

The setbacks plaguing the Order and the T. C. A. again

prompted Rose to upgrade the lecture system. In 1883, the

State Grange appropriated $2,000 for the lecture fund, and

the T. C. A. matched that. And in 1885, the T. C. A. provided

another $1,500, and W. A. Shaw's Texas Farmer contributed

60
$500.00. This was to maintain four active lecturers. Rose

maintained that "the lecturer is to the Grange what the pastor

is to the church." One paid for these things.61 The amount

59 Proc. 3d Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1877, pp. 14, 30-32;
Proc. 5th Ann.~Sess. T. S. G., 1879, pp. 15, 35; Proc. 7th
Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 188 P. 9.

60 Proc. 10th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1884, p. 9; Min. 6th
Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1884, p. 34.

61 Proc. 10Th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1884, p. 10.
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of support indi.cates that most Grange leaders agreed with

Rose, however, the blunder occurred when Rose, through the

T. C. A., decided to rework the lecture system. The new

plan divided the state into two districts, with T. C. A.

lecturers separate from those hired by the Grange. Rose

must have theorized that by concentrating the influence in

the T. C. A., cooperative appeals would revitalize the

Grange. No doubt a certain amount of lecturing took place,

but major energies went to organize stores and fill orders

for the Galveston agency.62 The ploy centering the power

in th-e T. C. A. and allowing Rose hand-picked lecturers was

successful only in forcing the membership into a realignment--

against Rose and Rogers. A. M. Kellar, State Worthy Lecturer,

led the attack when Rose denied him a post. Rogers opposed

Kellar because he felt he did not properly support the T. C. A.

and actually harmed it, as did the other incompetent lecturers.

Rose supported Rogers' judgment. Rogers' own incompetence

and Rose's flagrant misuse of power soon found opposition when

Kellar gained momentum--and company.63

62Min. 7th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1885, p. 26.
E. W. Smith to Rose, 9 Nov. 1885, Rose Papers;

J. S. Rogers to Rose, 2 March 1885; J. S. Rogers to Rose,
30 Sept. 1890; A. W. Buchanan to Rose, 1 Apr. 1890, Rose
Papers; Rose to Buchanan, 9 Apr. 1890, Rose Letterbook,
Rose Papers, as cited in Calvert, p. 263, nn. 71-72;
p. 264, n. 75.'
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The 1885 reorganization gave way to another reorganiza-

tion the next year when the T. C. A. discontinued salaried

lecturers. Rose's new attempt magnified his desperation.

Lecturers were allotted $3.50 per diem while organizing

Granges and $20.00 per store orggnized on $1,800 subscribed

capital. Again, the T. C. A. appropriated funds.64 Since

Grange membership was a prerequisite to establishing a store,

onemay assume that Rose continued to anticipate some sort

of Grange resurgence through cooperative appeals. But at

this point the T. C. A. was also failing miserably. Rose

must surely have felt the pain of dilemma. Then again,

this move could have been calculated to improve both

Grange membership and the condition of the Association. For

the organizer, at least, the obvious gain lay in establishing

a store. Certainly any truly viable Grange was sacrificed

for the mere formality of being a prerequisite for a store.

And, given the hasty organization, stores were usually not

prepared to sustain themselves, much less bail out the T. C. A.

Clearly, Rose was caught in the middle of his dual struggle.

Rose was able neither to alter nor accept the consequences

of the drought of 1886. He continued to regurgitate platitudes

64 Calvert, p. 263; Proc. 11th Ann. Sess. T. S. G.,
1886, p. 33.
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of uniformity and singleness of purpose.65 The responsibility

rested with the State Grange. "We . . . must have clear and

well defined rules placed in the hands of all to guide us

through each year. The National Grange has laid down the

outline; we must make out the detail."66 Rose confessed

that had he known such disunity would prevail "fewer Granges

would have been organized, and perhaps four-fifths of them

would now be bright and shining lights."6 7  Rose never really

believed this because he scrambled continuously for quantity

rather than quality. His more grandiose platitudes appeared

in his no-credit rationale. "'Tis true, all will not have

ready cash. It is equally true, if you sell on time you will

find many never ready to pay." 6 8  It was at this time that

Rose fought to return the Association to a cash basis. Rose

attributed every failure to the use of credit and lack of

business furnished the Galveston 'agency.69 Rose would not

65
Proc. 15th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1889, p. 5; Annual

Address o6FWorthy Master of Texas State Grange [delivered
at Marshall, Texas, 1886],~p. 11.

66 Annual Address of Worthy Master of Texas State Grange
Delivered on August 9, 1887--Marlin (Dallas: W. A. Shaw & Co.,
1887, . 19.

6 7 Ibid.

68 Min. 9th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1887, p. 41.

69 Ibid., p. 16; Min. 10th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A.,1888,
pp. 5, 14.
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permit arbitrary forces to thin his ranks. But drought,

foreclosed stores, and resulting uncollectable debts con-

spired against him. If drought caused the farmer to lose

his crops, and his cash, he must have credit in order to

survive. If the stores did not give credit, the farmer

must go elsewhere, and he did. Rogers, too, discovered the

perils of credit. He defended the departure as an urgent

necessity, the exception not the rule. He hoped, by extra

energy, to restore the business to a cash basis. He conceded

that he was "liable to censure . . . for departure to some

extent from this vital principal of cooperative success."7 0

Despite the loss of many local associations, Rogers assured

that friends and patronage had been gained from outside and

would continue to do so. Rogers was obviously referring to

a union with the conservative wing of the Alliance.7 1

The State Grange and the Texas Cooperative Association

both possessed inherent difficulties sufficient to determine

their respective fates of their own accord. It was the

Alliance, however, more than any single factor, which hastened

the decline. The Alliance per se did not cause the Grange to

fail, but it did expose and point up the obvious; the Grange

7 0 Min. 10th Ann. g T. C. A., 1888, p. 5.
71 Ibid. Although Rose was unbending in his quest for

Grange exclusivity and continually campaigned against open-
ing the membership, there is no indication that he, personally,
called Rogers on this statement.
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simply was not capable of reaching out to all members of

the farming class, particularly the poor ones, with preach-

ings of deliverance based on a cash-only system. The Grange

appeared to have little understanding of "dirt farmers,?"

their needs and th&ir limitations. In 1886, when the

Alliance exuded a different hope for Texas farmers, the

Grange was initially perplexed, and later scornful of the

cupidity of the followers. Grange leaders decried the loss

of membership but were not prepared to state a cause. "The

fact, however, is evident, and it behooves us to ascertain

the cause, and, if possible, remedy it. We cannot believe

that a better substitute has been presented."72 But the

wedge was struck fairly near the heart of the Grange, thus

sharpening the defenses. The farmers were criticized for

their failure to withstand the lure of glittering baubles

held up by organizations other than the Grange. The leader-

ship counselled that when

reason, common sense and business principles shall assert
themselves, those glittering baubles will explode and
men's visions will become sufficiently clear that they
can see the old Grange ship nearing the port, her sails
unfurled and her timbers all sound.7 3

Those exercising the tendency of the age to "seek something

new" presented the greatest menace to the stability and per-

petuity of the order. The something new "turned up in the

form of other agricultural orders whose fees and dues are so

72Proc. 13th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1887, p. 23.

73 Proc. 14th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1888, p. 12.
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low that they offer little or no barrier to the admission

of the poorest class of farmers."7 4  Attacks such as these

suggest that the Grange had predetermined for itself a social

role which did not include all farmers as a class. When

the Alliance appeal forced the Grange to reassess its posi-

tion, it did so only in tangled, often fallacious statements.

For example, when the Grange entered Texas, overly enthusiastic

leaders and their excited imagination convinced everyone

that they could become rich at once. "And when the common

people saw they could not grasp it all at once, became im-

patient of results, it cooled down to indifference; and

from indifference to neglect of the meetings; hence dormancy

followed." 7 5  This is a cogent argument, but Grange leaders

never managed to proceed beyond this point. If Rochdale

precipitated a revival, then a return to first principles

would surely see the end of dormancy. The Grange simply did

not design itself to embrace the class as a whole and yet

fought to the last for loyalty and hegemony.

By 1889, most Grange lecturers trekked behind the

Alliance and had little to report. Many farmers had no con-

fidence ineither organization, at least where their immed-

iate needs were concerned.7 6  Rose's continued defense of

74 Proc. 13th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1887, p. 35.

5Ibid.,pp. 34-35.

76 Proc. 15th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1889, p. 17; Proc.
16th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1890, pp. 35-36.
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Rogers' mismanagement served only to further erode confidences.

Rogers had been under attack since about 1886. Rose, rather

than consider Rogers' malfeasance, pinned the discontent to

the farmers themselves for their lack of understanding of

the cooperative system. Rogers always maintained that his

critics were only those who wanted to destroy the Association.

When the President of the T. C. A. sent questionnaires con-

cerning Rogers' practices, Rogers was indignant. He asked

Rose to put a stop to it because it accomplished nothing

and only allowed the grumblers the upper hand by placing

the blame on the management. Although Rogers assured Rose

that the business was sound, Rose went to Galveston and

examined the books himself. The Secretary was probably

astounded to find that the debts owed the Association were

as large as those the Association itself owed. Rose, as one

might anticipate, did not confront Rogers but petitioned

R. E. Steele, President of the Association since 1888, to

examine the accounts.77

Although the Grange was collapsing on all fronts, Rose

again tried to upgrade the lecture system. He solicited

funding from the State Grange and recommended that each

county maintain a similar fund. The Grange was in dire need

77Min. 10th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1888, p. 8; Calvert,
pp. 258-59; Rogers to Rose, 27 Sept. 1891, Rose Papers, as
cited in Calvert, p. 260, n. 54; Calvert, p. 270; Smith,
"A. J. Rose," pp. 207-208.
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of devoted lecturers, who would abandon home and family for

the cause. By 1889, most sections were dormant.78 But, as

one lecturer reported, "Word comes that the people are ripe

for revival, and that dormant Granges and farmers, their wives

and daughters, are ready and willing to come into the fold if

we but send men to them to open the doors."7 9  Rose's despera-

tion blinded him to reality. The advanced ground, which he

assumed the Grange occupied, should have no trouble awakening

the same enthusiasm experienced in previous years. He en-

visioned 200 active cooperative associations and an active

Grange membership of 20,000.80

The increasing opposition toward Rose and Rogers took a

curious turn when Rose proposed his last renovation of the

lecture system. If certain powers needed curtailment, it

was an ambivalent fact as late as 1889-90. A. M. Kellar,

one of a well-defined anti-Rose faction, was adamant in his

support of the new lecture system and moved that J. S. Rogers,

A. J. Rose, and J. W. Waltman should employ the lecturers

to present the interests of the T. C. A. In 1890, the state

was divided into six districts with $3,089.65 appropriated

A. J. Rose, Annual Address to the Texas State Grange
Patrons of Husbandry . . . Deliverei" at McGregor, Texas,
August 13, 1889 (Galveston: Clarke &Courts, 1889), p. 7;
Proc. 15th Ann. Sess., T. S. G., 1889, pp. 5, 16.

79 Proc. 15th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1889, p. 22.

80Min. 12th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1890, p. 8.
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for six lecturers. These lecturers were to report every two

81
weeks to Rogers and Rose. Kellar's position is indeed

inconsistent, but it is worth mention that an amendment was

presented to appoint a committee "composed of people other

than those named."8 2

There had always existed dissatisfaction with the

Grange and the T. C. A. Accordingly, there were always

alternative plans of approach presented. Unfortunately,

these alternatives had the appearance of opposing Rose, thus

they were never seriously considered. OTtistanding in this

regard was Kellar's own plea to open the membership to all

oppressed peoples and those genuinely sympathetic, even

though their interests lay outside agriculture. He implored

the National Grange to open the membership (which it did.)

Kellar insisted that some action should enable the Grange to

include all people.

I feel that I am as true and faithful a sentinel as
walks the watch tower . . . but I am glad to know
my heart is big enough and liberal enough to lend a
helping hand to every oppressed son of toil and labor.8 3

Kellar also felt that the great Grange mission could be ac-

complished only through the ballot box on state and national

levels. R. T. Kennedy, Worthy Secretary of the State Grange,

81 Ibid., pp. 9-10; Min. llth Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1889,
pp. 11, 13-14; Smith, "Grange Movement,?" pp. 304-306.

82 Proc. 15th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1889, p. 22.

83 Proc. 9th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1883, p. 31.
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was also convinced of this, and in 1886 he ran for public

office in Limestone County.84 For Rose, opening the mem-

bership was ideologically unpleasant, but Kellar was not

alone in his bid. The survival of the T. C. A. demanded

it. 85The National Grange petitioned Grange cooperatives

to accept non-Patrons, but Rose, intent on building Grange

membership, never allowed the T. C. A. to do this. 86 Rose's

logic of exclusivity, allowed to run its full course, was

pathetically deficient.

You should more clearly define who shall own stock and
who shall be entitled to profits. I have refused to
issue stock to Patrons of Husbandry who are members of
the Grange and in good standing, but they were engaged
in a private commercial business and I believed it to
be an infringement on the laws of cooperation to do so. 8 7

Drummers were another alternative suggested to improve

the condition of the T. C. A. Again, Rose was vehemently

opposed to any such plan. He felt the organization would

be better off if it, closed altogether, rather than employ

the despicable creatures.88 As time would prove, Rose was

forever frustrated by Texas farmer politics and economics.

84 Ibid., pp. 30-31; Smith, "Grange Movement," p. 304.

85 Min. 12th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1890, p. 11.

86 Calvert, p. 251.

87 Min. 6th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1884, p. 15.

88 Calvert, pp. 261, 265; Smith, "A. J. Rose," pp. 166-67.
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Curiously enough, some women felt that finance and

cooperation had surplanted first principles. Meetings should

be useful and entertaining, more an agricultural school and

less a board of trade. Financial schemes and hobbies should

claim a separate place. The social and intellectual part of

the order had been forfeited to financial matters.

Have we not taught our children and our neighbor's
children, that we regard money more than mental culture,
and the saving of money of more moment than good morals?
Financial discussions, by absorbing all the time of the
Subordinate Granges, have had a tendency to keep the
female members and young members away from our meet-
ings. 89

Many of the women were clearly put off by the male members'

preoccupation with business features.9 0

After 1890, there was no more tinkering to be done, and

Rose, for all practical purposes, was forced to sit idle and

await the spoils. His powerful and uncompromising leadership

had, in some instances, served to polarize loyalties. In

other instances, certain counter-measures were simply necessary

to maintain order. Rose probably viewed it all as a betrayal.

His persistent support of Rogers met rebuff in 1890 when the

Directors of the T. C. A. placed Rogers' bond at $20,000.91

89Proc. 15th Ann. Sess. T. S. G.,1889.,p- 15.
90 Proc. 10th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1884, p. 23.

91 Minutes of an Adjourned Meeting of the Board of Directors
of the Texas Coperative Association, Galveston, 2 Sept. 1890,
p. 3.
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The final results of the audit revealed in 1891 that Rose's

faith in Rogers was indeed rather misplaced, for apparently

Rogers provided himself a $13,000 salary increase. The

audit further revealed that approximately $20,000 had never

been entered on the books. The Directors obviously counted

the latter figure as a total loss but did file suits against

Rogers totalling $12,716.16.92 The Directors readily accepted

Rogers' resignation on 14 January 1892.93

J. M. Callaway succeeded Rogers but weathered only two

weeks. George Mitchell then assumed the tarnished post and

probably did more for the T. C. A. than had ever been done,

even in its heyday. Meanwhile, Rogers and J. H. Deblar, his

bondsman, filed countersuit against the Association, demand-

ing $1,500 in damages, an injunction against continued opera-

tion, and receivership. Rose actually attempted to thwart

Rogers' move to close the business. He wrote letters denounc-

ing Rogers' tactics and asserting that Mitchell had returned

the Association to solvency. Although this was not quite

true, Rogers and Deblar withdrew the suit.9 4

92 Min. 13th and 14th Ann. Mtgs. T. C. A.,1892, pp. 41-
43; Smith1,"CoopeTative Movement," p. 47; Calvert, p. 271.

93 Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors of
Texas Cooperative Association,7Galveston, 14 Jan. 1892, p. 27.

94 Min. 15th Ann. Sess. T. C. A., 1893, p. 8; Calvert,
pp. 273-74.
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Had the state of the Association not been so hopeless

when Mitchell assumed the position of manager, there might

possibly have been a different fate for the organization.

Mitchell did the one thing Rose never seriously contemplated--

cut back. The only hope Mitchell considered was simply a

radical retrenchment in inventory, cash-only Grange patronage,

and an expansion of the business beyond reliance on local

cooperatives. Expenses were cut to an absolute minimum and,

more importantly, the volume of business did not exceed

operating funds. In short, Mitchell reduced the "conglomerate"

feature of the T. C. A. and concentrated on quality rather

than quantity. Unfortunately, Mitchell's tenure did not occur

at the most advantageous point in the history of the T. C. A.

Even though he reduced considerably the Association's lia-

bilities, from $186,085.29 to $39,507.86, Mitchell could not

undo past errors. In 1894, even with liabilities thus reduced,

the books showed a net value of $24,743.86 countered, however,

by $68,375.00 in stock outstanding. Since 1885 there had not

been any interest on stock, and after 1890 no dividends were

paid on profits. So by 1894, the par value of the stock was

only thirty-six cents on the dollar.9 5

95 Min. 16th Ann. Sess. T. C. A., 1894, p. 11; Minutes
of Annual Meeting of Board of Directors of Texas Coopera-
tive Association, Galveston, 26 July 1892, p. 41; Minutes
of the 16th Annual Session of the Board of Directors of the
Texas Cooperative Associatin,7Patrons of Husbandry, Gal-
veston, 24 July 1894, p. 9; Calvert, pp. 272, 275-76;
Smith, "Cooperative Movement," pp. 47-48.
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H. G. Niblo, thle last manager, succeeded in liquidating

the business by offering to the Island City Savings Bank

an unauthorized lien on the Association. The bank threatened

suit against Niblo anyway for fraud. Upon liquidation, the

bank, in partial settlement, accepted $60,000 in notes from

the Association and also filed a $16,000 suit against Rogers

and his bondsmen.9 6

It is evident that the reputed success of the Texas

Cooperative Association had to have some bases in fact.

Although the exact lucrativeness of the Association may

never be known, it is clear that Rose, through a host of

fantastic calculations certainly purported a mythical success.

First of all, by summarizing reports from certain local stores,

undoubtedly the more successful, Rose ascertained that busi-

ness for 1883 would be over a million dollars. In 1884,

Rose received reports from 44 of the 119 local cooperatives.

None of the local stores had been in business over a year;

13 of these, less than a year. The stores purchased $315,000

in merchandise with sales totalling $356,000. Ratrons -pur-

chased a little more than half this merchandise. Rose's

report listed the 31 older stores with a combined starting

capital of $2,944. Spratt maintains that this is probably

a typographical error and should be $12,,044 which would have

9 6 Smith "Cooperative Movement,?" p. 48.
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represented about $400 for the average. At the close of

the year each store represented approximately $4,500.97

By 1885, however, Rose reported an increase of 13

stores, to total 132. With 29 stores reporting in 1885,

sales to Patrons were substantially higher. The report

listed aggregate capital and merchandise at $138,000 with

sales of $370,000. Patrons purchased $310,000 of the sales.

The two years, 1884 and 1885 recorded the same profit,

$23,000.98

The reputed success of the Texas Cooperative Associa-

tion derived from Rose's interpretation of the reports from

these two years:

. . . if we take these [calculations] as an average
of the total 132 stores that are stockholders in the
T. C. A. and in business, the following would be ap-
propriate:

Total capital in retail stores . . . $ 629,640.00
Total purchases for one year . . . . 1,612,812.00
Total net profits in retail stores

for one year.... . . . . . . . . . . 104,630.00
Total profits on purchases from
wholesale T. C. A. at 3 per cent. . . . 48,384.00

Say the average shipment of cotton,
500 bales from the local agents
equals 66,000 bales, saved in com-
mission, $1 per bale . . . . . . . . . 66,000.00

Sample 10 cents on each bale . . . . . . 6,000.00
Other produce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,000.00
Grand total saved on one year's

business 99 $229,614.00

97 Min. 4th Ann. 'tg. T. C. A., 1882, p. 18; Spratt,
pp. 176-77.

98 Min. 6th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1884, p. 38; Spratt,
p. 178.

99 Min. 7th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1885, p. 13; Spratt,
p. 178.
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Spratt discreetly attributes this hieroglyph to Rose's own

imagination. Rose had the annual report from the Galveston

agency which showed $362,931.04 in sales, all of which had

not been purchased exclusively by Grange stores. Matching

$362,931.04 against $1,612,812.00 implies that retail stores

purchased about 80 per cent of their merchandise from sources

other than the Galveston agency. Spratt, in referring to

Rose's version, contends that the Galveston agent handled

less than 11,000 bales of cotton and not 66,000. Clearly,

Rose's own report grossly exaggerated the amount of business,

when in fact Grange patronage of the T. C. A. was minimal.1 0 0

Rose stated that there were three essentials to a suc-

cessful cooperative business: "1. To buy and sell for cash or

its equivalent; 2. An honest, capable agent--one the people

have confidence in, and who will strictly comply with our

rules; 3. The unqualified co-operation of the members."

The Texas Cooperative Association qualified for none of

these essentials. The very early demand for credit, plus

Rose's and Rogers' "temporary" compliance presaged ultimate

failure. Doubtless, the Association would have failed at

any rate, perhaps even sooner. The obvious defect in the

credit policy was that when Rogers extended credit, he, in

100
Spratt, pp. 178-79.

10 1
Annual -Address,18 87, p.6.
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turn, had to purchase on credit. The Secretary's 1892

report showed that the Association claimed $19,108.02 in

cash stock with an additional $81,581.98 in stock issued

through dividends. Ironically, the latter figure actually

indicates stock sold on credit and probably nonindicative

of any assets. The 1892 report also showed that, over the

years, $14,325.00 of the cash stock had been withdrawn,

leaving less than $5,000 in actual cash stock. The Associa-

tion, sustained through a series of outrageous bookkeeping

acrobatics, actually showed all conceivable assets to be

$70,132.86 butted by $186,085.29 in liabilities.102 There

were further attendant hazards, however. The T. C. A. never

had many over 700 stockholders at one time. In 1884, only

119 retail stores traded with the Galveston agency. With

few customers and a small operating fund, the T. C. A.

handled a dangerously large volume of business.1 0 3

Ultimately, Rogers proved neither capable nor particu-

larly honest. And that he did not follow the "rules" is

somewhat of an understatement. In all conscience, though,

what were the rules? The rank and file, who, so often bore

10 2 Min. 13th and 14th Ann. Mtgs. T. C. A., 1892, p. 16;
Spratt, p. 174.

10 3 Minutes of Annual Meeting of Board of Directors of
Texas Cooperative7Association, Galveston, 26 July 1892, p. 45;
Mm. 6th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1884, p. 17; Spratt, p. 173.
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th.e brunt of Rose's criticism, never truly understood the

workings of their own Galveston agency, much less Rochdale.

What Rose deemed "uncooperative" spirits were, in reality,

confused, impoverished rural farmers. The T. C. A. promised

a direct exchange between manufacturers and the farmer, but

that never happened. Rogers bought from other wholesale

houses and sold to the farmers the marked-up goods. The

T. C. A. was merely another middleman. The local associa-

tions could, in fact, purchase cheaper goods direct from

other wholesale outlets.1 0 4  In this way, local stores did

practice effective cooperation. Rose and the Directors

attacked these participants as disloyal.

The reasons for the failure of economic cooperation in

Texas indeed appear byzantine, but in the final analysis

it is Rose himself who provides the focal point. First of

all, Rose was very much in tune, with the age in his calls

for unity and combination. His speeches catalogued the

familiar strains of brotherhood and the power of union.105

Rose's working knowledge of the problems facing Texas farmers

told him that crop liens and furnish merchants were the

10 4 Proc. 5th Ann. Sess.. T. S. G., 1879; Calvert,pp.
258-59.

105
Proc. 5th. Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1879, p. 14; Min.

10th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1888; p. 6; Annual Address, 1887,
pp. 5, 7-8.
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perversions of agricultural integrity. Rose, throughout

his lengthy and unquestionably dedicated struggle, remains

an enigma. Perhaps it was the very nature of his dual

struggle that made him so. Nevertheless, Rose as a reformer,

possessing that certain reform consciousness so exultant in

late nineteenth. century America, is sadly questionable. He

envisioned Rochdale as the tool necessary to speed the re-

sumption of agriculture to its just position. Together he

welded his own hope for Grange dominance with the farmers'

hope for economic survival. Rose saw only triumph and never

th.e possibility that if one failed the other followed. Rose's

vision experienced only seasonal victory--and the fleeting

victory which so often comes of novelty. The failure of

economic cooperation proved the death of the Grange. Many

understood its passing,106 but Rose did not. In fact, some

despised the experience as the "disaster and demoralization"

of the Grange.10 7

106Proc. 7th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1881, p. 12; Proc.
15th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1889, p. 17; Proc. 16th Ann. Sess.
T. S. G., 1890, p. 34; Proc. 17th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1891,
p.T21; P.roc. 19th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1893, p. 30.

10.7 P
Proc. 17th.-Ann. es .T. S.' G.,1891, .21.0
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Amid the jumble of Proceedings and Minutes, the specious

bookkeeping, the lather, one voice emerges to parrot the

sophistry:

It will be seen by reference to the reports for several
years past that our business has not materially in-
creased. The cause for this is to be found in the fact
that we have offered no inducements to outsiders to
trade with us. We have been as close as any joint-
stock company, retaining to ourselves every cent of
profits made--thus ignoring the grandest principle of
cooperation; in fact the only principle that distin-
guishes cooperation from joint-stockism--that is, that
to him who furnishes the trade to him belongs the
profits. How often have we heard this principle ad-
vocated! . . . In every issue of the press we see it
advocated; and yet, strange to say, in no single in-
stance demanded our "pound of flesh." Now, brethren,
we should do one of two things: either cease to teach
that to him who furnished the tradeebelongs the profits
of that trade, or practice it. I as firmly believe as
I am standing here that if we will say to the world
that, after setting aside a reasonable amount of the
profits (say ten percent.) we will distribute the
balance to those who furnish the trade, we will, in
a few years, see our business increased five hundred
fold.lU8

E. W. Smith, as President of the T. C. A. in 1888, levelled

such a criticism as to make all others commonplace.

The question remains, however, what was Rose's answer

to this charge? Rose did not answer this charge, nor any

other, for that matter. If cooperation did not work, it

was the fault of the farmer. From the beginning, Rose cen-

sured the lack of sacrifice. Farmers had neither the cash

108 Min. 10th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1888, pp. 4-5.
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nor produce with which to pay, nor the discipline of denial

until so supplied. Rose added that the first step was "to

master ourselves."109 It is difficult to ascertain which

Rose found more deplorable, poverty or the lack of discipline.

Well into the 1890s, Rose continued to blame the farmers

for the failure of cooperation. "The people seem to have

a mania for credit."110 This "disease" was the cause of

trouble and failure. In 1894, a pitifully late date, Rose

was still cursing the departure from a cash plan and assert-

ing that cooperation should not be held responsible.1 1 1  Rose,

sanctioned the use of credit early in the T. C. A.'s history,

and he knew of its widespread use. Either the T. C. A. and

economic cooperation were important enough to purge credit

seekers, or Grange membership was more important; it could

not work both ways.

The dual struggle was lost long before Rose acknowledged

defeat.

It yet remains to be established, that American farmers
will cooperate to promote their interest in a business

109 Min. 5th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1883, p. 18.

11 0 Minutes of Called Meeting of Board of Directors of
Texas Cooperative~Association, Galveston, 15 Apr. .1891, p. 8.

1 1 1Minutes of the 16th Annual Session of the Board of
Directors of the-Texas Cooperative Association, Patrons oT
Husbandry, Galveston, 24 July 1894, p. 15
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way. We certainly thus far have proven our incapacity
to do so. It remains for the future to show that we
can be held together for any great length of time no
difference how beneficial it might be to do so.ll

When times were good Rose and the leadership spared them-

selves no praise, but when failure was imminent the State

Grange assumed the position suggested by Kelley. The

State Grange disavowed any connection with business

organizations, other than to recommend a plan. 113 And Rose's

own renunciation was certainly thorough:

The Texas Cooperative Association is a child of the
Grange, yet the Grange is not responsible for anything
connected with it except the plan which was obtained
by the National Grange from Rochdale and recommended
to the order.ll4

The true condition of the rural farmer was simply beyond

the pale of Rose's understanding. To break the credit cycle

there obviously had to be cash. Staple crop farming simply

did not put money in the bank. He attributed partial failure

to the undercapitalization of most stores. So, to correct

this he raised the minimum capital requirement from $200 to

$500.ll1 If a lack of cash was the primary disability, what

112 Ibid.
112
11 3 Proc. 19th Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1893, pp. 30-31.

11 4 Minutes of the 16th Annual Session of the Board of
Directors of th&eTexas Cooperative Association, Patrons of
Husbandry, Galveston, 24 July 1894, p. 14.

11 5 Min. 6th Ann. Mtg. T. C. A., 1884, p. 42.
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then, one may ask, was to be gained by such effrontery?

Rose, and other leaders to be sure, could ensconce them-

selves in economic theory and yet escape the consequences

and prolonged suffering resulting from the impracticalities

of th.eory. In order to build Grange dominance, Rose had to

appeal to all farmers. Cooperation and economic incentive

provided the common denominator, as it would even with

radically differing groups. But the fact remained that

there were middle class farmers as well as poorer farmers,

both seeking refuge in the Grange. It could not appeal to

both, or at least both could not share with equal zeal the

benefits offered by the Grange and economic cooperation.

Lang has never been considered a true comradeof agrarian

revolution, but he did understand very well the poverty of

Texas farmers.

In 1877, Rose levelled a charge that came to represent

his own folly:

Many . . . have been led to believe that the pecuniary
feature was the leading one, that they would be greatly
benefited as soon as they entered the Grange, but with
little effort on their part--hence, they began to
harness the animal at the wrong end and he wouldn't
work worth a cent.1 1 6

Believing this to be the catalyst for Grange prosperity,

Rose and the Grange did little to dispel this "mistaken"

idea. His own zealous crusade to establish cooperation broke

116
. Proc. 3d Ann. Sess. T. S. G., 1877, p. 14.
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down what Grange unity there was. From the Bryan meeting

he proceeded, not without penalty, to regroup loyalties

within the State Grange. He splintered the organization for

a plan of economic reform that had only just been endorsed

by the national leadership, who had not even issued a comp-

rehensive system of implementation. In short, Rose was

premature with a very volatile scheme which served little

more than deception and confusion, and even to his own

chagrin, probably perpetuated tenancy.

The argument that the Grange laid the foundation for

the Alliance by creating a class consciousness is a moot one.

The bitter years of struggle and failure within the Grange

and the T. C. A. created an economic self-consciousness which

literally rejoiced in the Alliance spirit of class identity.

Alliance charity extended to embrace all the producing class,

namely labor. Rose's attitude toward the Knights of Labor

strike in 1886 was one of contempt and disgust. When Kellar

proposed opening the T. C. A. membership, Rose alerted Rogers

that attempts were being made to allow Alliance members in

1,17
the T. C. A. He feared that to "let the Alliance [in]

the K of L will ask to hold stock. This is all communistic

and if succeeded in will Revolutionize J's ic] our entire plan

1 1 7
Calvert, pp. 267 68.
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of operation.,,118 That Rose intended the T. C. A. to build

Grange membership is merely an aside. That he did not suc-

ceed is also irrelevant. The important fact, however, is

that this attitude preordained the failure of economic

cooperation in Texas and ultimately on the national level.

As Alliance encroachment grew more vigorous, Rose,

rather than relent, dug in deeper. As he found himself

rather solidly isolated in his own exclusivity he went one

final step, renouncing the economic kinship between agri-

culture and labor, but more crucial still, severing the

ideological heritage of the farmers' movement. Rose's

primary concern was not with economic cooperation, least of

all Rochdale. It is doubtful that he everytruly understood

the meaning of Rochdale. In large measure, this would be of

little consequence had his masquerade not occurred at such

a significant point in the economic development of the nine-

teenth century. Rose used to his own advantage a system of

economic exchange which, had it been carefully and honestly

employed, might possibly have altered substantially the course

and nature of modern capitalism. Rose's misapplication of

Rochdale principles could, on the one hand, be defended as

a necessary adjustment peculiar to Texas. However, what

cannot be defended was his attitude toward other members of

11 8 Rose to Rogers, 4 Apr. 1887, as cited in Calvert,
p. 268, n. 87.
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the producing class and, indeed, even farmers of a more

desperate rank.

For labor groups such as the Sovereigns of Industry

who sought liason with agriculture as a means of effecting

some form. of national cooperation, one might look to Grange

leaders such as Rose and the Texas experience as a possible

source of failure. If Rose would not combine forces with

farmers of his own state it is doubtful that eastern labor

would have fared better.



CHAPTER V

FAILURE OF AMERICAN COOPERATION

With the exception of a small number of true Rochdale

disciples, it is highly probable that few American workers

actually grasped the significance of economic cooperation.

This failure to comprehend, to envision a new order cannot

be judged solely in isolation. The Rochdale model of co-

operation was an imported concept; to an extent, the same

may be said for its significance. The preexisting institu-

tion of class determined for the English laborer, the idea

as well as the significance of Rochdale. The American

working class experienced no such preexisting institution,

and indeed the Gilded Age appears a testimony of their

struggle to withstand the possibility. American enthusiasm,

in labor and agriculture, for cooperation thus appears in-

congruous with the virginal significance of this particular

transatlantic persuasion.

The peculiar American adaptation and concept of this

grand scheme was, in its finer points, significantly at

variance with the English approach. The manner in which

most American workers filtered and sifted Rochdale was,

however, representative of an emerging and distinctive

142
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identity which- would come to define not only labor but

American society itself.

Americans received considerable exposure to English

ideas and this was certainly no less the case with American

labor. The American labor press was quite active in report-

ing the success of British cooperation. Fincher's Trades'

Review maintained some official liason with the Manchester

Co-operator and excerpted or reported in full from other

British papers. For a time, at least, Fincher's appeared

to serve as somewhat of an official tie between the United

States and England on all labor matters.1

It is certain that no hesitancy occurred in reporting

the overwhelming success of English cooperation. Published

examples of English prosperity suddenly convinced many

Americans of the practicability of cooperation. English

profit reports, some admonished, were the strongest arguments

in support of this system and American workingmen should

lose no time neglecting this great element of social pros-

perity. Indeed, most articles relative to Rochdale were in-

variably accompanied by a corresponding profit report.2

Fincher's Trades' Review, 17 Oct. 1863; 28 Nov. 1863;
12 Dec. 1863; 10 Dec. 1864.

2Ibid., 3 Oct. 1863; 10 Oct. 1863; 30 Jan. 1864; 6 Feb.
1864; 2 Apr. 1864; 18 June 1864; 3 Dec. 1864; 11 Feb. 1865;
2 Dec. 1865; 24 March 1866; Industrial Age, 20 Jan. 1875.
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On the latter point, one may infer that the American

perception of cooperation was, to a large degree, the result

of the perceptions of the Fourth Estate. The American labor

press, however it might have perceived English cooperation,

was undoubtedly instrumental in generating the flow of ideas

and possibilities that surrounded this great scheme.

American workers saw cooperation in much the same way

it had been presented--profit. Certainly, not all cooperators

received it in this light, but a solid majority did, with

expectancy. Of course, the basic remedies were greatly

emphasized. Workers understood the treacherous workings of

middlemen and the credit system, the advantages of bulk

purchases and pure goods. However, gain equated with an

increased standard of living, was of far greater appeal.

It was, of course, preferable that prosperity accrue im-

mediately. Cooperation differed from other associations

in that members received at once very material benefits.3

Repeatedly, the purpose and aim of an organization was to

secure immediate benefits to its members. Those who wished

to do well for themselves and provide for the rainy day were

encouraged by the advantageous savings derived from partic-

4ipation. One farmer explained the effect of cooperation in

buying:

3Industrial Age, 13 Feb. 1875.

4Weekly Labor Tribune, 10 Jan. 1874; National Labor
Tribune, 24 Jan. 1874; St. Louis Republican, 12 Feb. 1874.
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[H]undreds of thousands, if not millions of dollars
will be saved in a single year. It will enable many
a poor man to lift the mortgage from his farm and save
a home for his little ones. By it many a father will
be enabled to send his bright-eyed son or daughter to
the college or academy, and the neat new cottage will
take the place of the cabin or the hovel.5

Obviously, this was not Rochdale cooperation, but it made

little difference actually. Rochdale had become garbled in

translation and Americans sorted out the pertinent factors.

The farmer was not alone in his anticipation, for labor, too,

sustained itself in anticipation of mobility. The Industrial

Age predicted

Each will have a comfortable home--a happy fire-side--
a competency for his family, the just fruits of his
toil--and a new world will be opened to view.6

If there were any doubt of success on American soil,

workers had but to remember that it was no experiment. Eng-

land had experienced success since 1844.7 The English working

class, born and reared in discontent and poverty, had attained

"comfort, competence, and contentment, built cottages, edu-

cated their children, [and] secured their own self-respect.,,8

Most Americans genuinely believed that if the English could

do it, certainly they could.9

SIndustrial Age, 3 Jan. 1874.

6 Fincher's Trades Review, 31 Oct. 1863.

7
eekly Labor Tribune, 10 Jan. 1874.

8 Industrial Age, 30 Jan. 1875.

9Ibid., 22 Nov. 1873.
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The predisposition of most cooperators toward profit

aroused substantial criticism from various quarters. Some

argued that the greatest hinderance facing a general adop-

tion of cooperation was its positive equity. It was not

that the majority of people were dishonest, but that they

were "hasty to be rich." 1 0 The chief danger of the new

system came from the extravagant expectations of its practi-

tioners. One critic indicted ardent reformers who sought

movements which would do no less than revolutionize society

or prove the ultimate panacea. Those who viewed cooperation

thusly, began peddling the plan "as that which may put every

workingman on the high road to wealth." 1 1

When cooperatives failed, which was a frequent occurrence,

critics were quick to emphasize their fallacious nature. Many

cooperators found themselves in worse financial condition after

abortive methods of operation. These efforts were, in fact,

efforts to be capitalists as though the concern were owned

by one man instead of being owned and managed by several.

The English Rochdale system contained the true principle.

"To the American mind, the system looks like generosity, not

justice; it has become so habitual to look at everything

through the 'almighty dollar,' that it cannot perceive in it

10 Fincher's Trades' Review, 15 Apr. 1865.

11
Simon Newcomb, "The Labor Question," North American

Review 111 (July 1870): 141.
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1
the equity on which it is founded."12 Boston-area coopera-

tives were accused of speculative operations, or dividend-

paying. These stores lowered prices to induce trade and in

so doing, "threw out a sprat to catch a mackeral." Those

who wanted cooperative stores rather than joint-stock con-

cerns would learn through experience and Rochdale that they

could realize gains and do justice to the community.1 3

Many stores operated merely under pretense, and not

under true cooperation at all. Apparently, it was a com-

mon practice that customers of the store did not participate

in the profit on their trade. And, too, another gross vio-

lation of Rochdale principles concerned shareholders. Many

cooperatives allowed a few wealthy interests to own and

control most of the shares. Power and influence became

centralized, serving the interests of but a few.1 4  The

Texas Cooperative Association succumbed to both these

latter frailties. Unjust division of profits , central-

ized power, and profit motive all combined to give the

American cooperative undertaking a queerly confused ap-

pearance. The overall image was very near the prevailing

Fincher's Trades' Review, 24 Apr. 1865.
1 3 Ibid.

14 Ibid., 1 July 1865.
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business order. John Samuel never relinquished hope, but

neither did he delude himself as to the American character.

He saw inherent weakness in those cooperatives that started

big and groveled to grow bigger. Untold numbers began over-

sized operations with far too little knowledge. There appeared

to be some tacit understanding that there was a direct cor-

relation between size and profits. Too many refused to ac-

knowledge the difficulties but insisted on an imminent

millenium.15

Generally, American cooperative enterprises appeared gov-

erned by the profit motive. Always there remained the prin-

cipled defendant of Rochdale who pleaded that rather than

operate for the greatest possible profit, cooperatives must

govern on the minimum profit.1 6  A most interesting commentary

on Rochdale's assimilation into mainstream capitalism came

from one English cooperator. He wrote: "It is not necessary

to keep the shop open all day, the same amount of time other

stores are open. This, in part, negates the spirit of co-

operation--shorter working hours, less toil, increase wages."1 7

15 Clifton J. Yearley, Britons in Ameridan Labor. A History
of the Influence of the United Kingdom Immigrants on American
Labor, 1820-1914, Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical
and Political Science, vol. 75 (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins
Press, 1957), p. 291; Amos G. Warner, "Three Phases of Coopera-
tion in the West," Publications of the American Economics
Association 2 (March 1887): 61.

1 6Industrial , 15 Aug. 1874.

17 Fincher's Trades' Review, 23 Dec. 1865.
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For many, Rochdale cooperation was simply too slow and,

perhaps, too rigid. The deep philosophical commitment of

men such as John Samuel or Thomas Phillips appeared almost

anachronistic in the peculiarly American cooperative arena.

Some proposed cooperators found their own approach infi

nitely more practical than that of the British. For example,

one organizer scoffed at the traditional manner of launching

an association. It was most unwise to draw up, at the first

meeting, a constitution for printing and distribution. It

had invariably to be redone. Unforeseen circumstances "knock-

ed it on the head, and rendered it to a great extent useless." 1 8

This was, in the first instance, directly opposed to Rochdale

organization. The unforeseen circumstances, probably in the

economy, dictated for many Americans the degree to which

mutual combination was necessary. Rather than a printed and

binding constitution, it was recommended that an association

merely display a tentative document and attempt to follow

through "until every rule contained therein had been practic-

ally tested by the experience of the association, to be amended

and corrected . . . as experience should prove to be neces-

sary.' 19The main object of these associations, the argument

ran, was to save profits for the benefit of members, "and not

to spend it foolishly in printing useless rules.,,2 0

18Ibid., 23 Jan. 1864.
19Ibid.

20Ibid.
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American cooperators demonstrated a remarkable pro-

pensity for modification and watering-down of the Rochdale

method of cooperation. Unable to comprehend a slow but

stable economic alternative to the brutalities of indus-

trialism, most American cooperators opted for expediency.

One member of the Knights of Labor Cooperative Board lamented

the lack of appeal for the British plabn and posited that

some other method might prove more inviting. Quite through

error, the member made this suggestion to John Samuel, to

which Samuel replied:

If you have read the Preamble of the Rochdale Pioneers
and think you can improve upon it, let me know . .
I have carefully studied that plan for the last twenty
years and confess my inability to add to it or take
away anything superfluous in it. 21

American cooperators would not adopt Rochdale in full

because they did not think it practical or entirely possible.

A most striking example of this may be found in the American

perception and interpretation of class. The wage worker

viewed the results of industrialism and its corporate economy

in the most ambivalent terms. Admittedly, the prosperity

and national greatness derived from modern capitalism were

products of awe, but the blessings were completely neutralized

by the evils of caste, snobbery, and aristocracy. 22Labor

21 Samuel to Peter McGaugney, dated only "1886," Samuel
Papers, as cited in Yearley, p. 239, n. 19.

2 2 Fincher s Trades' Review, 13 June 1863.
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"breathed into the nostrils of inert matter its commercial

existence." And yet, the aristocracy relegated the labor-

ing class to "hewers of wood and drawers of water" and

designed an inescapable subjugation.23 Capital betrayed its

trust to labor by unfulfilled promises and deferred hopes.

Capital had refused "with . . . contemptuous scorn which

can find a lurking place only within the callousness of

craven souls," all measures for peaceful and equitable

relations with labor. Laborers were treated as menials

and reduced to "grovelling servility." 2 4  Gain and

self-aggrandizement muted the appeals of suffering millions

and perpetuated vain prejudices and "supercilious notions

of caste." 2 5

The greatest anathema, however, were those who had

risen from the ranks, promptly renouncing their kinship.

The contemptuous, repugnant style of capital could be at-

tributable to a lack of memory or life-long ignorance. "It

is impossible for poor men to realize the difficulty exper-

ienced by born-rich men in understanding the condition of

the lower class; or of "self-made" men in remembering what

they once knew on the subject."26 These men, once elevated

23Ibid., 16 Jan. 1864.

24Ibid., 13 Oct. 1863.
2SIbid.

26Ibid., 8 Oct. 1864.
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by circumstance, learned readily to sneer at the "pretensions

of the common people" and speak casually of "appropriate

stations" and "proper spheres." The fortuitous aristocrat

who strove so persistently to conceal his parentage must

have been Shakespeare's vision when he seemed amazed that

"his mother should yield the world such an ass." 27  Here,

again, emerged an ambivalence that defied convenient recon-

ciliation. The self-made man was the panoply of Gilded Age

culture and yet. his character was considered a defilement

of all democratic principles. The monied aristocracy sprang

from a race of nobles created by merit--not titles. Obed-

ience to a pampered nobility or preferred classes of a

monarchy were eradicated when the democratic fathers per-

fected a system whereby the individual was granted the

freedom to plan and execute his own existence. The pro-

scription of individual liberties was what caused the "spirit

of freedom to wrestle with the deamon of tryanny."T2 8 It

inaugurated the Revolution. "Select coteries" inflated

the rich and destroyed the confidence of the poor. Such

elitism could exist only where the masses were oppressed

by poverty or overawed "with the bayonets of a standing

army," and this was repugnant to a republic which conceded

29the equality of man. Most Americansworkers were convinced

27
Ibid., 13 June 1863.

2.8 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
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that extreme poverty on the one hand and a powerful and

wealthy aristocracy on the other could not exist in a

republic. They reasoned empirically that, under such

circumstances the poor were deprived of their individual

aspirations and the despotism of the wealthy usurped

liberty. 30

American workers, quite unlike their English brethren,

saw in cooperation a means whereby the class system could

be abolished. Labor would find itself bound "hand and foot"

if it recognized even faintly the stolen prerogatives of

the monied aristocracy. 31 "The assumption of this superiority

is one thing--the possession of it another.?, 3 2  Labor must

defend its social rights against the prejudices of the aris-

tocracy. Cooperation would check this evil in its incipiency.

Through associative enterprise the working class could change

the financial, industrial, and commercial systems which en-

couraged an upper-class, an aristocracy.33 American workers

surmised that their society was identical to that of the

English. If cooperation had enabled the English working

class to strike down the aristocracy, certainly America was

30 National Labor Tribune, 3 Jan. 1880.
31Ibid.

32 Fincher's Trades? Review, 13 June 1863.

3 3 Ibid.; Na tional Labor Tribune, 3 Jan. 1880.

34 Fincher's Trades t Review, 30 Apr. 1864.
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capable of reestablishing such democratic precedents.3 4

The erroneous nature of this assumption is practically ir-

relevant. It is, however, representative of the perceived

social significance cooperation had for most American

workers. Cooperation was "emphatically a movement of the

people, by the people, and for the people, and a death-blow

to everything that had a tendency to build up a privileged

class.

For the English, Rochdale cooperation was primarily

a means to elevate the social and economic standing of the

working class as an organic entity. The English system of

class would prevail but Rochdale cooperation enabled "as

near an approach to economic and social equality between

class and class as might be attainable."36 Cooperation

served to link together the classes of English society, so

as to make the world a better place in which to live, not

for one select group, but for all. Wealth-making was only

a preliminary means of inspiring self-reliance and developing

a moral and intellectual soundness. If cooperation degener-

ated to a mere contrivance for gain it was then "nothing but

35Ibid., 23 Jan. 1864.

36 Henry W. Wolff, "The Cooperative Alliance at Work,"
Economic Review 6 COct. 1896): 505.
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the casual gathering together of economic atoms for the

earning of a little more money, to make up a few more little

fortunes, its value to mankind must be counted as small."37

Most American cooperators understood the new order to

be a vehicle for upward social mobility. Cooperation was

the democratic weapon destined to obliterate class. There

were, however, those who envisioned a class solidarity aris-

ing from cooperation. These idealists stressed the barren

results of individual action. Combination in sets, trades,

and sections produced only partial action. Labor should

unite to form one great mass and build for itself an identity

capable of commanding deference equal to any other dass.3 8

The desire for personal aggrandizement was the weakening link

of labor solidarity. Unaided by organization, labor had no

probable chances of survival. Cooperation provided a co-

hesive structure for labor. The common trust and respect

necessary for successful mutual association would preclude

friction and greed. A voice in favor of "individual aspira-

tion" would ever be a traitor to labor.39 So long as working

people said, "tt11 don't care what comes of the rest, I've got

work anyhow,'" there could never exist any creditable organiza-

40tion of labor. Such individuals in a cooperative association

3 7 Ihid.

3 8 Fincher's Trades' Review, 7 Jan. 1865.

39 Ibid., 13 June 1863.

40 National Labor Tribune, 5 May 1877.
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always grasped for more than they desired another to have,

thus destroying the true spirit of cooperation and the

advancement of fellow workers.4 1

The failure, or refusal, of American workers to achieve

any real class solidarity through cooperation might, in

part, have derived from peculiar concomitant circumstances.

Labor, as all other units of American society, could employ

the vote or politics to effect a desired end. Or, rather,

the ballot implied, at least, the exercise of individual

conscience. The English worker, on the other hand, did not

enjoy this prerogative until 1884. The strike was the only

available means of redress. Regardless of the efficacy of

this method of redress, the English worker found himself in

an impeccably disciplined and unified army with an absolute

singleness of purpose--survival. Suffering, violence, and

often death characterized much of the early labor movement

in America, and yet this period is devoid of any genuine

working class solidarity or ideology. The inherent potential

of an open political system remained untapped by American

labor. The pleas, monotonous, overstated, and unheeded, of

countless organizers admonished the producing classes to

combine for strength and unity. With the exception of the

brief and separate interludes surrounding the Populists and

41Fincherts Trades Review, 13 June 1863.
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Socialists there is little evidence of a traditional working

class consciousness. On his pilgrimage, Holyaoke was hope-

ful that Americans would accept and understand the universal

significance cooperation held for labor. Americans might

examine cooperation, provided they could find time between

their elections.42  Holyoake's critique of American society

was not the lone voice of dismay. There were others~who,

with a certain amount of self-consciousness, agreed with

Holyoake's assessment of American politics:

We know it requires an amount of circumspection and
prudence, rarely to be found in poor human nature,
to keep cool . . . , while politics is raging with more
than fever heat; but workingmen, as a class, have too
much at stake to suffer themselves to be so wholly
absorbed in President Making; as to lose sight of
their duty. The one involves but the momentary pleasure
of a partisan triumph,--the other is closely interwoven
with interests upon which hangs a supply of meat and
bread--permanent social elevation or degradation.4 3

The nature of the American political system and the

culture which sustained it made hard ground for economic

cooperation. Any formidable manifestation of a labor con-

sciousness always found initial expression through political

action. Social and economic issues received recognition

through the major parties, but in the final ayalysis, it was

the party which triumphed, not the reform. The democratic

4 2 Labor Standard, 15 Nov. 1879.

43 Fincher's Trades' Review, 22 Oct. 1864.
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significance of the free ballot made politics aiheady affair

in the nineteenth century.44 Moreover, the individual free-

dom inherent in the ballot was itself a part of the democratic

precedent. It is a curious point that, apparently for most

American workers, a strong sense of class identity could

not develop symbiotically with democratic tradition.

Contemporary observers of this characteristically

American phenomenon shared generally in their disillusion-

ment as well as their understanding of the basic differences

governing English and American workers. The social and

political structure in England had whipped into the English

working class a discipline incomprehensible to American

workers. A developed apprentice system, the lack of any

political machinery, and predetermined social rank welded

an intense class feeling among English workers. The English

working class sustained itself through a community of mate-

rial interests, caste pride, and especially fidelity. Social

45lines were tautly drawn and only the traitor dared cross.

Working class leaders contributed greatly to successful

English distributive cooperation. The talent and character

of men such as Nathaniel P. Banks, the Robin Boy, or

44 W. H. S. Aubrey, "Labor Disputes in America,"
Fortnightly Review 48 (new ser.) (Oct. 1890): 245; Richard
Hinton, "The Organization of Labor," Atlantic Monthly 27
(May 1871): 556-57.

45
Fincher's Trades? Review, 6 May 1864.
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Henry Wilson stabilized and fortified labor. These men,

once they attained prominence, did not abandon the ranks,

leaving behind lesser leadership. Successful American

workers, on the other hand, dould, if means allowed, desert

the working class. This they did frequently and with rel-

ative ease. 46

The primary factor which determined successful English

cooperation and, correspondingly, the failure of American

cooperation was the sense as well as the reality of community.

Cooperation succeeded best where there existed the strongest

discipline, mutual action, and equality of condition.

Lancashire was used to demonstrate this formula. Of all

the English workingmen, those of Lancashire were considered

the most homogeneous, unified, and disciplined.

Schooled in the trades unions, which are necessarily
as strict in their discipline as an army, never over-
crowddd by hordes of foreign emigrants, energetic,
speaking a dialect of their own, intermarrying for
generations, employed to a large extent in one oc-
cupation, they were, and are, of all men, the best
conditioned for successful cooperative experiments.4 7

Scotland shared the same factors and, accordingly, was second

only to Lancashire in cooperative success. Whereas, southern

England and Ireland knew no such homogeneity and had not at

all moved into successful cooperation.4 8

46 Socialist, 18 Nov. 1876.

4 7 Labor Standard, 7 July 1877.

48Ibid.
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The immigrant influence on American labor was undoubtedly

immeasurable. The union discipline and activity appeared

more significant with English influences. Certainly the

idea of self-help was more generally circulated under im-

migrant influence. Most English immigrants had come from

manufacturing towns where they no doubt had apprenticed and

become skilled workers. They found the needs of American

labor very similar to those that had necessitated English

organization, and they at once evangelized cooperation.

Several noticeable contradictions arise here. First of all,

perhaps the needs of American workingmen were similar to

those of the English, but by no means were the conditions

which predetermined the English success. One must also

consider the ideological framework of these particular

immigrants. If they, too, saw an American "aristocracy"

and wished to wield the reform axe to the roots of oppres-

sion, it is possible that the heritage they imported was

grounded more in radical English egalitarian thought than

in the traditional concept of class. 4 9

One interesting aside concerned the nature of outside

support for cooperation. "Eminent outsiders" aided English

cooperators in their humble efforts. In America, the

49 Fincher's Trades' Review, 30 Apr. 1864; James Ford,
Cooperation in New England Urban and Rural (New York: Russel
Sage Foundati6T n, 1913), p. 29; Yearley, pp. 61, 300.
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well-to-do-classes, it was argued, were not so favorably

disposed toward this labor cause. English labor enjoyed

the support of canons and nobility. One commentary

maintained that a humanitarian phenomenon of this

nature would be impossible in America. Certainly any

American clergyman would find himself without a church.5 0

Regardless of the nature of the American "upper class,"

it was hardly an aristocraSy. The concept of a "monied

aristocracy" was unique to the American perception of

class. With few, if any, exceptions the American aris-

tocracy were the self-made men or millionaires, robber barons,

aspiring middle-class. Collectively, they were the enemy

of labor and of liberty. This was, for the most part,

basically true. This class of men summoned the bayonnets,

closed mines, locked shops, blacklisted, sold adulterated

goods, took the lien--and recorded the debt. The English

worker battled the same enemy--and it was not the aristocracy.

It was not the nobility which locked out and blacklisted

the flannel weavers. The Rochdale Pioneers did not begin

a cooperative to spite or undermine the titled realm. With

the exception of a few radicals, the English working class

50 John Swinton, A Momentous Question. The Respective
Attitudes of Labor anJ Capital Philadelphia: A. R. Kellar
Co., 1895),pp. 411-14.
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made slight effort to strike down the aristocracy. It is

highly probable that workers as a class enjoyed the sym-

pathy of those aristocrats, as a class, because each

understood and accepted the other's significance and in-

evitable fidelity. It was not unfathomable that eminent

outsiders such as clergymen, a number of the nobility,

or even the educated upper-class should lend their sympathies

and efforts to the working class. Americans felt that their

own corresponding class busied itself in politics or lit-

erature. 51

Rochdale cooperation posed a dilemma for most American

workingmen. If practiced with any fidelity, it was rigid,

class-oriented, and confining. Rochdale would inaugurate a

new industrial democracy but it would require far more than

the average worker was willing to sacrifice--upward mobility.

Rochdale was too slow for the aspirations of the first genera-

tion. American labor could not willingly envision cooperation

as a vehicle for class solidarity. Lacking any real under-

standing of its purpose, they "accepted cooperation as a mystic

formula destined to usher in the economic millenniumr',2 The

excitement and optimism Rochdale carried with it ran high,

even into the twentieth century, and yet it is significant

51 Labor Standard, 7 July 1877.
52 E. G. Nourse, "The Economic Philosophy of Co-operation,"

American Economic Review 12 (Dec. 1922): 577.
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that in so many intervening upheavals and crashes, coopera-

tion diddnot alter, even minimally, the course of modern

capitalism. This was certainly no fault of Rochdale purists

but perhaps their own worldview underestimated the historic

forces which had been in play since the first immigrants.

Defeat came quietly and bitterly to those idealists who

had anticipated complete moral and social regeneration.

"To impose a system of arbitration or cooperation upon

men untrained to receive it, is like giving a free consti-

tution to men who have no knowledge of the essentials of

civil liberty."?53

Petty aspirations and greed had their place in co-

operation, but the overall significance was far more intan-

gible. The basic concept of cooperation implied community.

The sense of strength inherent in community was, for the

victims of industrialism, a formidible weapon against op-

pression. American workers would elect their individual

paths, free of the stigma of class,but it was the kind of

shoulder-to shoulder sense of community arising from the

cooperative ideal which inspired the confidence to dosso.

For the poor, the weak, the unorganized, cooperation in-

spired a bulwark against Spencer's Darwin. Through this

53Arthur T. Hadley, "The Outlook for Industrial Peace,"
Forum 8 (Sept. 1889): 57.
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spirit of community all things were possible. More than

anything else, the sense of community which cooperation

carried with it served as a reaffirmation of pre-industrial

values. This was neither retrograde nor vicious but re-

called a more complete way of life where Christian and

democratic principles bound together a common humanity.

For the average American worker, cooperation was

instinctively a romantic movement. American workers might

not have understood the significance of cooperation, but

they were not equipped to understand. Many among their

numbers, prideful of their status perhaps, mourned the

lack, or loss, of brotherhood they had hoped cooperation

would inspire. The inspiration, though not for the likes

of permanent caste, was deep and genuine. Though the

American worker did not choose permanent class identity,

cooperation at least afforded a conscionable way to dis-

card the principle and yet retain the ethic.
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